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SMALL BLAZE ON
KENTUCKY AVENUE

HLLD OVER CUBA
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LOVING CASE?

APPEARED GRAHAM
WHEN
CASE GIVEN TO JURY AT NOON
STOOD BEFORE C1RCU I a
—NO REPORT AT MIDJust about it o'clock last night an
The board of managers of the
JUDGE REED.
NIGHT.
c;lt
..vLs discovered in the
•
T4ores• o• ; • -c
•
trinxs 2114 grataune tur int isniov$at wall paper establishment of Kelley
Umbaugh on Kentucky avenue
.
ing donations made during August
vear Fourth street. It was detected
Washmgton
and Sept.
by a passerby and the alarm was tele-1
Labor Union for passes to the CarI phoned in from a nearby business
nival for .all inmates.
I place. The central fire department
To Paducah, Traction Co., for lights
received the alarm and was quick to
and for electric lamp and special car
respond and though a fight had to be HE WAS AS COOL AS ANY to take matron and
children to Car- ATTORNEY LOVETT CLOSED
The third article of that treaty ex- made to check the blaze it was
Oyster Bay, Sept. 15.—President
OF THE INNOCENT
soon
nival.
HIS ARGUMENT AT
plicity
follow
the
confers
Roosevelt has given ,out
upon the United States out.
SPECTATORS.
Water Company for annual supply
12 SHARP.
ing letter addressed to Minister the right to intervene for the mainThe fire from al appearance started
of water.
'Quesada, Cuba's representative at tenance in 'Cuba a government for beneath a pair of steps in the building,
Home Telephone Co., for use of
the protection of life, property and in- in a closet. It had by
Vi ashington
the time it was When Asked If He Had An Attorney phone.
Jury Given Instruction in Five Mindividual liberty.
I'dy Dear Senor Quesada:
He Replied, "Yes, Sir"—Case
discovered eaten its way up and was
Rhodes Burford, load of kindling
The treaty conferring this right is just getting well into the crowded
utes—Called at 3 O'clock; No
IR this crisis in the affairs of the
Set For Tuesday.
wood, furniture polish, and for extenRepubic of Cuba I write you not the supreme law of the land, and shelves of paper and also onto tie'
Conclusion.
sive repairs on kitchen range.
merely because you are the minister furnishes rue with the right awl second floor, where there was a bedMTS. J. S. Friedman 3 ,bushels of
cf Cuba accredited to this country, means to fulfill this obligation that room. The blaze did some damage
Two murder charges are set for
but because you and I were frequent- I am under to protect American in- but the water which had to be used trial in the circuit court next Tues- potatoes. z bushel apples and quaniThe Loving case wer.t to the jury.
ty of vegetables.
ly drawn together at the time when terests.
as was expected, yeserday at noon.
did more. The loss will be something day. The accused are James
Mr. Claud Russel, milk.
The information at hand shows like $too
the United States intervened in the
It was still witluistun at a late hour
to the building and three Graham, the alleged and confessed
Mr. Peter Lady, work for Ole
affairs of Cuba with the result of mak- that the social bonds throughout the times that much to the stock.
slayer of Claude Bass, and Cicero
this morning serial: as the public
home.
ing her an independent nation. You island haVe been so relaxed that life,
knows. The body is thought to have
The building, former'y known as Anderson, who shot and mortally
Dr. Murphey, groceries.
know that I never have done and property and individual liberty are no the 'Mike Iseman block belongs to wounded John Mix a few weeks ago.
"hung."
Mrs. T. E. Bosweh, cakes and
Though the cases of these two mere
never shall do anything in reference longer safe.
When the clocks about the city
Dr. Boyd and is insured. The stock
boys have been set down as stated it candy.
I have received authentic informa- or Kelley
tc Cuba save with sincerest regards
were strileing 12 Commonwealths At& Umbatsgh is also in- is more
Mrs. John Watts, shoes.
than likely that one if not
tion of injury to and the destruction sured.
for her welfare.
tcrney Lovett ceased his speech,
•
Thanks are extended the wholesale
both will go over to a later day it
You also know the pride I felt wben of American property. It is in my
which was the closing one of the arThere was afire in this same paper not a subsequent court. However, ono retail grocers for
monthly sup- gument.
it came to me as President of the judgment. imperative for the fate of house about three months since, but
Almost within the next five
ply
of provisions.
"United States to withdraw the Amen- Cuba that there shall be an immed- then as last night it was discovered they, or their attorneys for them,
minutes the jury had been given the
fiave
been
There
told
to
prepare
is
trial
at
for
present
18
girls.
boys
6
car. troops from the Island of Cuba iate cessation of hostilities and some in its incipiency and checked with
case and was filing out of the ceurt
and have tacitly announced that they and 3 women in the institution.
and to officially proclaim -her inde- arrangement whieh will secure the
room for a fresh breath of air and to
tut little damage.
are
or
will
be
ready.
much
There
is
Miss
Roper,
the
matron,
has rependence and wish her godspeed in permanent pacification of the island
The alarm and the smoke from interest in these cases, particularly turned from spending her vacation in stretch their limbs.
her career as a free republic.
I am sending to Havana the Secre- tht fire drew out a big crowd of that of
Yesterday morning on the reasseniGraham, for -his attrociotss Cincinnati and Indianapolis. Miss
I desire now through you to say a tary of War, Mr. Taft, and the Assist- spectators.
The interest was increas- offense is fresh in the minds of the Mary Farmer, assistant matron, has b ing of court at 8:3o, Col. Sam
word of solemn warning.
ant Si cretary of State, Mr. Bacon ed as the cry went out that the city people and has unusual
features, while resigned and gone to her home in Crossland. of Mayfield. began l's
For seven years Cuba has been in as the special representatives of this
s;eech in behalf of the accused. He
hall was on fire. The location was the offense of Anderson seems to have Cincinnati on account of ill health.
a condition of profound peace and ecvernment, who will render such aid directly across the street from the been nearly if not entirely an act of
t. Iked for near two hours and then
Mrs.
Powers, of Chicago, has been
has steadily gained prosperity. For as is possible toward these ends. I
self defense.
Mr. Lovett begun the closing speech
city hall.
secured
to
fill
her
place.
four years this profound prosperity had hoped that Mr. Root, the secreYesterday afternoon in the circuit
in behalf of the state. There was a
was obtained under her own govern- tary of state. cou'd have stopped at
conrt the grand jury was permitted to
large crowd which filled the court
ment.
Havana on his return from South
make the first report it had made
room to US capacity and among the
I solemn's, abjure all Cuban patriots A-meriCa. but seeing the imminence
since the morning of the tith. The
eathering were many ladies. The closto stand togethee. to forget all dif- of a crisis prevented further delay.
body handed in seven true bills and
est attention were given the two genferences and personal ambitions and Through you I desire in this way to
returned an order for the release 6f
tlemen and the hearers were favored
to remember that the only way they communicate with the Cuban governWallace Perry, colored, who was held
with two diametrically strong talio,
can preserve the independence of ment and with the Cuban people, and
in jail on a charge of robbery. The
AGAINST REGISTER NEWSPAThe speeches won mush comment.
bills returned by the jury and court's
Cuba is to prevent the necessity of accordingly I am sending you a cops
PER CO. STILL ON TRIAL
and the opinion was strong among
orders thereon were as follows:
outside interference.
oi this letter, to be presented to PresiAT SMITHLAND.
the dispersing throng that the reJames Franklin Graham, for murMust Perform Duty Under Treaty.
dent Palma, and have also directed
sult
of the trial had been left a
FINE
-HUNDREDTH
ANNIVERder
is
killing
Claude
,flass.
The
case
Under the treaty IA ith your gov- its immediate publication.
great uncertainty becaose of the preSARY TO BE CELEBRATED
was ill* for Tuesday and the state
ernment I. as Persident of the UnitT H EODOR E ROOSEVELT.
sentations made. And $11$h has prov-d
OCTOBER 12TH.
el States, have a duty on the matter President of the United States of Some of the Attorneys and Witnesses and the defense were ordered to prethe case.
Came Down Yesterday—Repare for trial.
When Graham was
uhich I cannot shirk.
America.
Yesterday afternoon about sssis
stood up before Judge Reed to be
turn Tomorrow.
advised of the action of the grand Local Lodge Knights of Columbus o'clock the jury, which nad then been
in its roosts for two hours and a half.
jury and to hear the court's orders
Making Great Prepaartions for
came into court in response to the
The suit of J. M. Worten against as to his trial there were but a few
The Interesting Event.
ci ores orders that he would like to
The Register Newspaper Company spectators present, but he was the
hear from them by 3, but the body
slid James E. Wilhelm, for areged center of all interest. His youthful
had reached no conclusion.. It seem
libel is still on trial at Smithland and sickly appearance, along with his
The local lodge of the Knights of ed only to
cool or indifferent entrance into the
want to say as much to the
and will likely consume several days
court room and the listless way he Columbus. which order recognizes cc-nit. The court and those about
Washington, Sept. is.—Officials fact that Gen. Rafael Montalvo, sec- more unite. The defendants will con- stepped up to the bench, were noticed and celebrates the landing of Coiumtin courthouse thought from this act
temporarily acting as the heads of the retary of the public works, does not c'ude their evidence tomorrow.
by all. If there were any who ex- bus ors the shore of America, will
Friday afternoon by agreement the pected from this that he would show celebrate the five hundredth and four- that the jury had agreed and the as,military branch and of government I approve of the landing of the Amer-cused was sent for and all was ear
are doing nothing more than awaiting can sailors from the Denver and the defense gave way so that the plain- signs of dejection or appear oppressed teenth anniversary of the day on the
developments and the execution of fact that the American officers talked t:ff's Paducah witnesses could testify because of the serious charge under math of October and will do so in a pectation. When the body, in replans already formed. No other or- I with messengers from Alfredo Zayas. and return home. The Paducah wit- which he stood certain of punishment fitting way. There will be a musical sponse to the court, declared it had
ders have resulted from the cabinet
Gen. Montalvo declines to speak on nesses testifying in Worten's behalf they were doomed to disappointment. and literary program for a part of reached no decision Judge Reed then
the sittaatioo, and the rumor of the were Chatles IC Wheeler, W. A. Graham was as cool as any of the the day and an address on Columbus c dered the deputy sheriff in c•iarge
council at Oyster Bay.
to take them back to the room and
Within a short time eight naval president's resignation cannot be con- Berry. Frank M. Fisher, James C. Ut- innocent spectators around him and by Rev. Father • Niagel,
the noted later to their hotel and to keep
them
vessels will surround Cuba, and they firmed in government quarters.
terback W. F. Bradshaw, Sr., W. V. when the judge had finished stating Catholic divine of Dubuque, Ia. This
out of bed until to o'clock and then
will be well manned by marines. In I Congress meets in special session at Eaton. C. C. Grassharn, C. W. Emery, the charge. etc.. against him and asked
will be the first celebration of this went
home. Those who Watched the
addition to rhc Denver. now at ,3 o'clock this afternoon. The presi- A. L. Harper, Dr. R. D. Harper, W. him if he had an attorney he promptimportant day in the history of Ken- 'ights
Havana, the Marietta, probably at ident's message has not yet been given T. Cochran. Chas. M. Leake, Jas. A. ly and in a distinct tone replied: "No
within the rooms, of the jury
tucky ever, held in Paducah and the
Cienfuegos. the Dixie, with three hun- out. It is rumored at the palace that Glauber, E W. ,Bockmon,
• E. D. sir." On being asked if he wanted occasion will no doubt prove inter- reported that they se.mingly burned
hastening
for he will resign to congress.
died marines, is
ustil the same hour ••,(1 then were
Thurman and W L. Yancey. With an attorney. he just as firmly said:
esting as well as a credit to the doused for the
Havana; the Tacoma is about to sail
night.
•
exceptions those wit- "Yes sir."
one
tut
or
two
Knights of Columbus.
for Cuba from Norfolk tomorrow, the
witnesses
"Have
you
any
Early
you
in
the
evening
it became a
nesses swore that the filing of the 67
'Cleveland and Newark will follow
would like to have subponas for,"
general belief that the jury had
chain
suits
Worten
gang
by
for
$ia- asked the judge.
from the same port, and the Minneap- f
Yesterday was a very pleasant day, agreed to disagree, had '
listing." Be• ohs is at League Island, taking on
With pleasure I announce to the 000 each, or $670,000 and the -men- "Yes sir" was the response, but ere being neither two bright nor too ing Sunday they may expect to hate
tion
of
the
papers
suits
the
three
by
stores and waiting for sailing orders people of this city that I have located
their names could he asked for cloudy. Last night was cooler espec- to stay together throughout the
from Washington.
in Paducah PERMANENTLY. Be- did not injure his standing one bit, Graham added, "Mks James Clark is islly toward midnight. Winter seems day, but if they agree the court can
Most of the two thousand men of sides general practice I pay especial hut that the comments of The Regis- hunting them v."
to be slowly creeping this way.
and Will meet to hesr their verdict.
the marine corps now at League Is" attention to Chronic diseases and Gen- ter damaged him.
a member of the
Mr. Clark
The court, •:lowever. is not likely to
Judge Gordon suspended hearing police force and has been among those
land. New York and Norfolk can be ito-Urinary organs. My offices are
send for the herb- to ask whether it
shipped on a few hours' notice.
suit 3 and 4, upstairs in the old- Y. the case at ten o'clock until tomor- who have been strenuous in their the charge already several times and Ii',. agreed, ht-t if he
is want-"t 'he
MI. C. A. building, No. 533 Broadway. row morning at 9:30 o'clock in order efforts to unravel the murder of 113as% has doubtless gotten somewhat used
will respond and hear their findinv It
Big fight Expected.
Old phone 429. Hours, 9-1 1, 2-4, 7-8 to permit the Paducah delegation to and the remark of Graham indicating to the ordeal.
is therefore up to the jury as to
Havana, Sept. t5.—General Rodri- p. en-; Sunday's hours, 2-4 p. m. Resi- catch the packet. Messrs Wilheim that he depended upon the officer to
Other Cases.
whether or net they are heard today.
guez, in personal command sof seven dence visits promptly answered. Lady and their attorneys returned to Pa- secure him- the proof to support his
The other indictments were as folIf there is tic decisien by Monday
guards
and'
rural
artillery- attendant. Your confidence solicited. ducah on the packet at noon accom- claims that he killed Bass in self de- lows: J. Thomas Norflect. obtaining
hundred
morning it is rossible, but hardly
insets, and three thousand volunteers
•Yours for health,
panied by Rev. T.J...__Newell who had fense shows much recklessaness as !nervy under false pretense. Case
likely, that the court sviil hold the
and cavalry, has gone westward and
WILL SCOTT MULLINS, M. D.
testified in behalf of the newspaper to his trial or ignorance as to the down for Mionelay.
body together that day. Judge Reed.
evidence
needs.
he
a big fight is anticipated.
Jackson,
Lena
colored,
charged
with
that the fi•ing of the numerous suits
Contractor Here.
attempted arson, in trying to fire the believes every jit.y should reach a
Graham's Attorneys.
by the plantiff had injured Worten.
conclusion and shows little favor t"
Des Moines Ordered Out.
J. D. Harvey, of the Memphis con- The other Paducah witnesses returnJudge Reed appointed City Attor- home of a rival. Set for Tuesday.
Washington,oSepta c5.---01Ners were tracting firm, which has the contract
George Fraser. colored, stealing ward "hanging" bodies, but they ofed on the Royal two hours earlier. ney T. B. Harrison and Attorney
issued by the navy department for to do street work here, is in
chickens.
"What have you to say to ten get "mtslish" and are neither to
the After the newspaper finishes intro- Cecil Reed to defend Graham and Mr.
the cruiser Des Moines, now at Key city and announces thst on
charge,
George." asked the judge. be convinced or coaxed into movthe
Tuesday ducing its witnesses tomorrow. Mr. 'Harrison at once entered the case,
West, to proceed to Havana at once. next he will begin
guilty,
"Ise
jedgde," was the man's ing.
work on some o! Worten will take the stand, and be and after a talk with Graham set
The Dixie with three hundred marines his
Mr. Loving was surrendered to the
Mr. reply. "You want to so plead." asked
contracts
client.
defense
at
about
a
of
for
his
the
corner
of
First
followed
by
witnesses.
local
is en route to Havana Ind will arrive
George.
jailer
"Yes
court.
when the jury took his case
sire,"
the
said
and
the
but
time
not
Washington
present
at
Reed was
streets. He will have
tomorrow night or Sunday morning.
"Well you can have that chance yesterday. He is still confined.
will enter the case Mond'ay.
experienced men to help him and will
Mknsday morning; I have no jury to
rush the work to quick completion.
Work at Courthouse.
The Anderson Case.
Taft to Go to Havana.
serve you just now or I would not
The
entrance
unfinished
to
the
Oyster Bay, Sept. 15.-11 is officialCicero Anderson, murder by shoot- defer the matter," was the judge's re- SHIPS WANT TO TAKE
county court house walks are to be
ly announced that Secretary Taft will
Good Sport Anticipated.
and killing John Mix. Anderson sponse.
ing
ROOSEVELT TO PANAMA
conspleted this week. The mould's,
leave Washington for Cuba tomorrow,
Bird hunters are predicting that etc., which are
was ordered to prepare for trial also
The other two bills were against
to
be
used
in
making
September t6t1s. He will be acconv- the woods will be full of quails this
on Tuesday. He said he wanted some Scott Ray and George Allman and
'Wlashington. D. C., Sept. ts —Ripanied by Robert Bacon, assistant season. They say that goad effects some ornamental columns which are witnesses, but was unable to name both are for stealing. Their cases valry between the battleships Louisto
be
placed
at
the
gates
or
main
ensecretary of state They will go di- of the game law, which prohibits the
the chief witness he are also to come up during the week, iana and Connecticut as to whicih shall
trance are now ready.
This be them'saying
rect to Key West and leave for Ha- selling of quail, has
who saw the shoot- probably on Monday.
a
man
was
wanted
•
take the president to Panama may
stopped all trap- pleasing intelligence to the many frevana on board a naval vessel.
The circuit court promises to be be settled by sending both vessels.
ping and other like modes of capturof the court house square,. ing but is now out of town. He OM
It has now been practically detering quails for the market, While the which is the city's only pretty park at he was to be defended by Messrs. Hen- of interest next week. The indications
drick, Miller & Marble and was Mid' also are that the delegation this coun- mined that Secretary Taft will not be
past mild winter also had a great present.
Palma May -Resign.
to, have them secure the names of ty is making up to send to the state's on beiatit the same ship as the PresiHavana, Sept. 15,-eRiurror, to the deal to do with the "big crop". The
his desired witnesses.
prisons after court finishes its labors dent. Witch depends upon the early
effect that President Palma proposes hunters have reason, it is c'ear, to anSatan has many schemes to work
Anderson was just as cool in ap- -will he increased "several
more trials of the Connecticut, and whethto resign continue to he circulated. ticipate unusually good sport in the
us, little sister, bin a compli•sient• is pearng before the court as was times" by single additions as the week er she can be "shaken down" by the
They are giv#Asme enlor by the fields in a few weeks.
the path that leads to them al:.
Graham, but he has been stood up on wears away.
time the president is ready to start.

President Through Cuban Minister
Orders Permanet
Suspension of Hortilities.
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THE WEEK IN

SOCIIETY..
The past week has been a very
quiet one socially. There were few
functions of any kind, probably h cause of the inclement weather prevailing so ;Bally evenings and the
scarcity of visitors. This week promises to be but -little if any livelier,
but when the season is w, 11 settled
and the people become adjusted t
the change from outdo:ns to the indoors the usual number of social
gatherings will follow. It is always
this way, however, between tlo
changes of seasons.
0•111

The Delphic Club.
The zd of October the, Delphic club
will 'hold its initial meeting.of the
fall and winter season. The club this
year will study "Spain" and hopes to
an no doubt will enjoy the study
much. The club has a beautifully
printed program of the year.
Maj. George Saunders. of Mayfield, a former deputy U. S. marshal for this district, was yesterday in
the' city mixing among friends, of
whom he has many here.
Mrs. Dr. John G. Brooks left the
city last evening for St. Louis.
There she is to be joined by her
daughter. Miss Ethel, who has beers,
visiting in Indianapolis. Ind., and the
two continue their trip to Denver.
where they are to visit Mrs. John Q
. A. King. the mother of Mrs. Brooks.
Will Wed Today.
This forenoon Miss Lula May
Wfetherington and M. John Kess
Lunn will be united in wedlock. The
ceremony will occur at the home of
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
A. Wletherington. 537 South Fifth
street, and Justice J. J. Bleich will
officiate. I;, will be a modest home
marriage, but the home will be decorated with ferns and roses, and refreshments will be served the guests.
The invitations have been verbaliy
given and were confined to close
friends and relatives.
The bride will wear as her wedding
gown a white moleen dress, and for
Iser going-away costume a gray tailored suit, with hat. etc., to match.
116s Weatherington, the brideelect, has been a resident of Paducah
for fire years, and for four of these
has been the cashier of the Jake Biederman Grocery company. She is 'an
affable and charming lady and has
won a host of friends among the peO
pie of the city. Mr. Lunn, the fortunate to-be groom, has been residing in the city only a year or so. and
most of that time has been a reliable
attache of the American Express company, where his worth has won him
much popularity. The couple were
school mates in their younger days
and the attachment then begun has,
as is an old story, ripened into love
in mattwer years. Miss Weatherington removed to this, city from Golconda. Ill., and Mr. Lunn from Dixon:
in the same state.
Mr. and Mrs. Lunn will leave via
the St. Louis I. C. train for a vi
to his relatives at Dixon, Ill., but a
ter the 20th they will be at home to
tilseir friends here, at 037 South Fifth
street, where they will take up their
\
aresidence.
Hearty congratulations and good
wishes await the twain from the
friends who may meet them after the
consummation of their love ureams
and hopes.

and their close relatives. Shortly after the ceremony Mus and Mrs. Moore
left via the Louisville train for a bridal trip to Louisville and elsewhere.
The are to make their future home
ia this city.
MTS. Moore was among the popular fair residents of the city and. justly
,Istid a large list of friends and admirers. Mr. Moore is an attache of the
postoffice and a gentleman of worth,
with many friends.,"
Card Party.
Last Thursday afternoon Miss Mabel Shelton, at her home on South
Third street, entertained a number
of guests at cards, the game being euchre. The entertainment was complimentary to a number of young ladies visiting in the city, and the guests
spent a memorable afternoon. Delightful refreshments followed the
games and it proved a feast after a
flood of pleasure. Those present were
Misses Mabelle Beyer, Rosalea Farley, ,Mliss Dickson of St. Louis, Mallie Parkins, Anna Hill, Mrs. Hill, MTS.
Harmeling, Mrs. Karnes, Mrs. Moshell.

Our First Showing
of Ready- to- Wear
Apparel forWomen
Wren
aC
Every Express_ is bringing us new
fall merchandise; at this time we are
showing an exceptionally complete
line of Tailor made Suits, Skirts and
Waists. Every garment we offer is
made correctly, the workmanship and
lii ings are of the best and we guarantee you better values than you ever
procured elsewhere. All we ask is
an inspection of our stock before buying.

New Tailored Suits.
We are showing all the best and
latest models in th2 short and long
Coat Suits in serni-fitong and tight
fitting effects. Every coat is either
silk or satin lined throughout. The
skrts are made extra full and drape
gracefully. The materals are broadcloths, Clay
Worsteds,
Serges
Cheviots, English Tweeds, Scotches.
in black navy, brown gray, green,
red and stylish mixtures and overplaid effects.

)kw Skirts for $3.75.
Hundreds of new models to select
from in al wool Panamas, Chiffon
Panamas, French Broadcloths, Lymansville Cheviot, Clay Worsteds
Hard woven Serges, English Tweed;
and Scotch Suitings. Imported roiles
;old Tafeta' Silks. Many new plaited
models in beautiful effects, silk stitched, inside seams finished and fit
guaranteed.

Hay Ride.
Messrs. Joe Fisher and James Lutrell last Tuesday evening gave a jolly
hay ride to their friends. The guests
numbered about twenty couples and
the ride was a most enjoyable event,
The new fabrics are here and wit: go•on sale for the first time 'Monall participants being jolly throughout
the evening. The ride covered a re- day morning. Months of work and effort have gathered here under one
roof the best and largtst stock of plant and Novelty Wool Dress goods
tired yet pleasant route.
ever seen. It's a magiuficent collection, up the minute in style, up to the requirements in variety and quantity.
Boat Ride Party.
Primel'a. yard
Black Goods.
$1.25
An affable party last Tuesday en5oc English Serge, yard
joyed a ride to Cairo on the steamer Plack Batiste, yard
$1.50
Dick Fowler. The hosts for the oc- Black Servs yard
50c ;j-inth Broadcloth. yard
$1.50
soc
casion were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Black Cheeiots yard
Novelties, Plaids, Etc.
Moshell and they gave the ride for' Black Panama, yard .
75c Fancy Suiting and Pla.41s yard
5oc
the entertainment {of !their gubeses, .Black Granite yard
75c Canvas Checks, yard
75c
Misses Bertie Roach and Mary MarChiffon Over paids, yard
Plain Colors.
lett of Vicksburg, Miss. In the party All-wool Crepe Albatross yard • •PC Panama Ovit- plaidts.yard...
other than the hosts and their guests Chiffon Panama, yard
$1.00 CLsInnere Overplaids, yard
$r.85
were Miss Ella Hill, Miss Shelton,
Miss Bertha Hill and Miss Mabel
Shelton.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
No. sot
8:20 a.m.
12:01 pan.

SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati
Leave Louisville
Leave Owensboro
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evansville
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Pr'nceton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paduzith
Arrive Eulton
Arrive O'bbs, Tenn.
Arrive Rives ..
Arrive Jackson
Arrive MIem
Arrive New Orleans

Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

•

228 p.m..
3:30 p.m.
4:08 Put
12:50 p.m.

4:55
6:io
6:15
7:20
8:o6
8:13

P.m
pm.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-to p.m.
10:35 a.m.

NORTH BOUND
New Orleans
Memphis
Jackson, Tenn.
Rives
Fulton
Paducah
Paducah
Princeton
Hoptinav:Ile
Nashville
Evansville
Nortonville
Central City
Horse Branch
Owensboro
Louisville
Cincinnati

No.
7:10
0:45
8:07

Ica
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

50:15
11:20
11:25
12:39
6:15
9:25
3:43
r:2$

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a m.
P.m.

2:05

p.m.
p.m.
P.m
P.m.
p.m.

3:o6
*4'55
S:35
a:as

p.111.

No. 103
6:oo p.m.
p.m.
9:4o
6:30 1.111.
12:08 a.m.
•:03 a.m.
1:40 a.m.
4:40 p.m.
7:oo p.m.
9:45 Pln.
2:27 a.m.
3:40 a.m.
3:45 a.m.
4:50 a.m.
5:51 a.m.
6:01 a.m.
7:15 a.m.
8:20 a.m.
8:15 p.m.
No. 104
a:15 a.m.
8:50 p.m
to:to p.m.
11:513 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
1:43 a.m.
1:48 a.m.
3:o3 a.m.
5:20 a.m.
8:to a.m.
9:45 a.m.
3:51 a.in
430 a•111
518 am.
8:oo a.m.
7:50 a.m,
WOO

Opening Sale New Fall Dress Goods.

Wash Goods Specials.'

The Magazine Club.
Thursday afternoon on a call of the
president of last year the Magazine
club met with Mks. Birdie Fowler
of Broadway to arrange for gatherings during the igio6-1907 season. The
preliminary move was the election of
all rise old officers, viz: Mrs. Birdie
Campbell, president; Mrs. Campbell
Flournoy, vice president; Miss Minnie
Ratcliffe, secretary and treasurer, and
the program for the coming seasoh
was adopted and two members eleated
to fill the vacancies in the club, these
being Miss Anna Webb and Miss Julia Scott, preference being given to
former members of the club. The first
meeting o? the club will be held October it with Mks. Birdie Campbell.

Flannelettes,
Cotton Suitinp.
arge assortment of dress and
This material alai , patterns art..
just right for school dresses. They ho:se dress styles to s'Ica :rom, in
look like worsted, and have' the same grey, blue and black iron:ids with
ant figures and stripes.
effects when made up into it dress.
SPECIAL IN CARPET DEPARTMENT.
This week we will sell our extra heavy 36-inch Axminster Rugs
$4.50 for $400.

to B. 06ILW and CO
BROADWAY AND FOURTH

regular

4•
• 4

CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
No.

121

1:3o
sa:oo
11:03
12:3o
:2:4
8:30
8:05

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.M.

a.m.
aan.
am.

a.m.
p.m.
4:15 Pam
4:20 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

11:2.0
2:35

•a

•
No. tan

6:00
7:40
7:50
9:39

-.
•
...
.
am.
a.m.
am.
a.m.

10:35
11:30
12:55
*4:55
4'55

a.m.
a.m.
par.
p.m
P m-

nour.

IT. LOUIS DIVISION

Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

NORTH BOUND
Paducah
Carbondale
Chicago
St. Louis

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive

SOUTH BOUND
St. Louis
Chicago
Cabondale
Paducah

No. 306
p.m.
4:25 Pm.
6:30 a.m.
8:30 p.m

No. 374
4:ao pan.
8:40 p.m.
6:30 a.m.
7:20 a.m.

No. 3os
7:45 a.m.
2:50 a.m.
11:40 1.M.
3:35

No. 375
9:40 pm.
6:20 p.m.
7:05 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

12:40

•

II
•

CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
NORT
BOUND
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Princeton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Cairo
Are've St. Louis
Arrive Chicago

tot-flot
8:10 a.m.
:20 a.m.
a:3s p.m.
4:13 P.m.
6:1s p.m.
7:45 p.m.
7:is am.
6:30 a.m.

SOUTH BOUND
L.reve Chicago
Leave St.Louis
Leave Cairo
Arrive Padecah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Princeton
Arrive Hopk in s vil le
Arrive Nashville

!3342J
6 20 p.m.
0:40 Pm
6:00 a.m.
7:45 am.
7:50 CM.
9'49 am,

.

135-835
6:40 a.m.
7:49 &AL
9:35 lux.
9:y am
11:to a.m.
4:30 p.m.
9:3o p.m.
336-836

9•40 a.m.
1 .5o p.m.
515 Pal.
7:40 pm.
3:to pm.
4'45 13
6:10 p.m.
923 10 111.

Odpell

bright and clear lighted the way of is staying here just told me about a
gained on the storm and for fifteen friend of ihis who is a well known
miles ran on dry roads, although the contractor here in Baltimore."
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run.
Ladies! Auxiliary Club.
"Shall we have, the story?" asked
daffy. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Wednesday afternoon the Ladies' occupants could plainly see the black
caller.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 and 102 sleepers between LouisAuxiliary club met with Mrs. George sheets of water falling just behind, the
"Sure,"
returned the other, "only
and
terwhile
the
vivid
lightning
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between
ikel at her home, 1733 Monroe
we'll have to eliminate names. This Paducah and St
t, at 4 o'clock. About twenty rific thunder claps followed like NemeLouis. Train ant connects at East Cairo with Chicago
was
'contractor
is sometimes given to
sis.
car
All
at
once,
though
the
mbers were present and tipe officers
sleeper. For further information, address,
that will serve during the coming running faster than the storm, a few brief sesions of bibuhusness, and
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
wintei were elected as. follows: Pres- drops cut the face of the driver..Look- while returning from one of these a
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Acena Union Depot, Paducah, K..
short
time
ago
ing
up
he
made
up
his
mind
quickly.
he
noticed'
that
the
ident. Mrs. Pat Lally; vice president,
F.
W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lonsville, Ky.
dithat
he
hi-•
would
not
wife.
On
disturb
Mrs. Richard Geagan; secretary, Mrs. cloudes were going in. an opposite
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Teem
reaching
home
he
suczesaful
in
rection—they
had
run
into
a
counter
was
A. R. Grouse; treasurer, Mrs. Ed HanS. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chisegt
nan. After all business matters were current of air and another storm. A finding the keyhole, and after careful
effort
his
W. H. BRILL D. P. A., Si. Loon M.
to
first
he
successfully
quick
turn
the
left
on.
the
nat,,t-ated
considered an elaborate luncheon was
way upstairs. Here he saw--or
served and the club adjourned at 6 cross-road was in order and that
o'clock. having spent a most pleasant storm was soon left at the post. One thought he saw—in the dim, light
evening. Those present were: Mes- air current absorbed or counteracted which the electric lamp on side shed
dames A. A. Balsley, Mike Kelly. Ed - the other so that both storms were through the window the five-monthsold baby sitting up in t!ie rocker,
Weddings Last Week.
Hannan, Pat I.ally, A. R. Grouse, eluded in the mad rush of the car.
- -••
Tuesday forenoon last, in the par- Toni Roberts, Gus Buckle, R. Geagan, The ride was continued throughout while his wife was comfort; lily in the
ish house of the St. Frances de Sales Pat Grogan. William Lydon, J. H. the entire afternoon, during which bed beyond. Softly creeping over to
church, Rev. H. W. Jansen officiat- Snjrcler; John Trantham, Frank Hill, time nearly one hundred miles were the rocker he took the baby in his
covered over roads every inch of arms and began to rock her to sleep,
ing, Miss Henrietta Eugenia Willett Ernest Karnes, Charles Keegan.
which were later deluged with rain, when his wife awakened.
and Mr. Warren Weslay Hopkins
"'Nu,' she said, 'what are you doand yet the occupants of the car were
were united as hustrand and wife. The
never wetted. Str;n7s!.. en.iir,11, the ing there?'
ceremony was a most mocst one. RACING WITH A
"'Sh, m' dear,' whispered John;
there being no attendants and only a
THUNDER STORM route, when completed. showed that
toward
'I'm
rocking baby to sleep.'
merry
party
had
the
traveled,
immediate
the
close
friends
and
.• few
"lia•by's been asleep for over an
all points of the compass, had crisrelatives being present. Immediately
(Written for The Reg;ster.)
crossed three counties, and in some hour,' said the patient wife, reproachafter their marriage Mr. and Mrs.
Racing, or ratho• dodging, thunder
Hopkins left via the eastbound I. C. storms is a new game and bids fair cases had re-crossed their own tracks, fully. 'John, put down that doll and
train for points in Michigan and then to supersede the automobile vs. bal- in getting around and then behind a come to bed. Vrither think you need
sleep.'"
to their future home in St. Louis.
loon racing fad. Henry Ford, the De- storm whose effects,' 114Si-ever, they a little
Mrs. Hopkins is the daughter of troit automobile magnate, is the orig- had entirely escaped.
Ford says a car that can run at DEFEAT FEMALE SUFFER/Vat:.
M. and Mrs. A. J. Willett of 1204 inator of the game so far as we know.
Broadway, and a young woman of Ford is a practical farmer, as well as least forty miles per hour on any
Vienrva, Sept. t5.—Under the new
many charming accomplishments. She motor car designer, and Michigan kind of country roads and a keen
has been for five years the head ste- farmers become acute weather observ- weather eye aerl he only requirements electoral reform bill the privilege
are Ian
nographer for Friedman. Keller & ers. Posaibly this combination was to make an expert at this game, which hitherto accordod women
Co. and is held in the highest esteem necessary to the invention of the mod- is more exciting and more exhilarating ded proprietors of voting at parliathan chasing balloons—or rainbows. mentary elections is abandoned. At
by all friends. She is quite attract- ern game.
iliADUCAH REAL, ES'i •' .. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM,. ffAX.
One condition that aids the driver a meting
of the electoral reform
ive said had a number of admirers. Mr.
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. ITNTERN
There are no rules to restrict the caHopkins is a native of Detroit, Mich., price of ebe driver, rave that he who and reduces the chances of accident is committee today some of the depKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE .-LST
end a member of a worthy family of permits the storm to catch him, and the faft that. when a thunder storm uties urged the retention of the privFREE TO EVBRYBODY. SEND FOR :.7.
vehicles
is
impending,
women
horse-drawn
extention
to
and
its
ileges
years
that place. He has for five
thereby gets drenched, loses.
left
take to cover so the. roads are
earning $2oo yearly or independently
scoo•4 al„ W I rTLAIA.161*.C. 4,"ft-44We•••
been an attache of the T. B. Boyd
Last Sunday Ford had promised
company of St. Louis. He is esteemed four friends a drive. When about to clear for tl:e motorist. Electrical carrying on business or administer!storm clond• seldom have an area ing estates.
by all 'acquaintances most highly.
start, one observed that a storm was
igreater Oa, fifteen or twenty miles
Baron Von Blernerth, the minister
was
gown
Hopkins'
wedding
Mrs.
brewing, and perhaps it would be bet4-Acv4-4
white serge over taffeta, with hat. ter to postpone the trip till a more ;square and exceprin cases of real tor- of the interior, on behalf of the govgloves, and shoes tennatch. She was propitious day. "Not at all," said nadoes never travel more than thirty ernment pointed_ out that all attempts
never more charming. Her going- Ford: "that storm can't catch. us— miles per home so the car need not be to extend female suffrage on the con
away cvostinne was a t a doted snit it's four miles from here now.and corn- ".quicker than lightning" to evade tinent had failed, especially where
of grey cloth, and she wore gloves, ;nig this way; we'll beat it and go ;them. The storms are capricious, how- universal suffrage was introduced, and
fever, and this is what lens exhilar- he doubted the advisability- of the
hat and shoes to match.
'around it." Seeing lie was in earnest,
ating variety to the game—MOTOR- step at the present stage of the po!someone wanted to wager that the
1ST.
litical evolution of Austria.
happy,
no
yet
marthere
was
:storm would vi-in, but
Another modest,
Victor Adler, the socialist leader,
riage was that of Miss Jennie E. time for betting. Ford opened up the
an advocate of female sufthrough
streets
was
WRONG
BABY.
talking
Frank
back
THE
V.
Moore.
,
big
"6-40"
and
WAS
Young and Mr.
IT
considered the present
also
frage,
which occurred on Wednesday fore- able to make fairly good speed until
unpropitotts for undertaking an
time
to
Vain
home
The
of
limits
were
reached.
Husband
Tries
in
the
9:45
o'clock
at
at
the
city
noon
!Bibulous
cxtention of the rigibt.
Steal a March on Watchthe bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W..sonny was' gaining and already it was )
ful Wife.
L. Young. 1213 Broadway. The cer- sprinkling on the motorists so it was
Pungent and acid tastes ire per•smony was 'performed by Bishop H. suggested the top be put tip. This •
ceived
by the tip of the tongue; the so
The clerk was smiling 'broadly and
C Morrison 'of the Methodist church: suggestion was lost in the vacuum heportion tastes sweets and bit- !pi
middle
forhis
who lives in Birmingham, Ala., and is hind as the "6-40" was. lei ottt to
a caller asked, him the cause of
the back, or lamer portion,
while
ters,
an uncle of the grootp. There was ty- forty-five, fifty miles per hour. The jocularity, relates the Baltimore Herwith fattey substances, ir=4104t:-`4C-e-gx-0114:25-411044e-fL".192slie•—•--..-. ,e-.. --essze„--sissatsektotwamm
itself
cOncerils
drops
torshing
only
and
ceremony
Iling
present to witness the
ceased
ald.
butter.
a few intimate friends of the united the flying machine. The car now
"Why, it's a story a Missourian who such as
SO

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
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...PLUMBING...
Steam and Dot Water Heating,
Phone 133.

•

•

1'

20 N. Third

,
ir

IS. P. POOL,
L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

FUN-MAKERS OF THE CIRCUS.
▪ Comedy in the ▪ circus is a king he discovers he has bast part of his
way from being spontaneous. It is partner's body, are ludicrous and
mot only the carefully prearranged, laughable.
Danh Ryan, who is a versatile
but, in these busy deys of rapid entertainment and changing ideas, the and /exceptionally ingenuous clown,
circus clown must be strictly up-to- introduces, among other novel bits, a
-date. It is not sufficient that his cart drawn by six full grown geese.
costume should be ridiculous and his The geese, of course, do not actualludicrously distorted ly draw the cart. The cart has no
,physiognomy
by wigs and grease paint. His com- bottom and the clown walks along
edy must have an element of travesty inside of it and pushes the vehicle
in it—it must be—to a certain ex- along, but the geese have to be guitent. a burlesque on things in the I ded and they respondl with very liturging. This is an exceptionally
show or in everyday life.
have
clowns
novel
bit for the, children. Ryan's
Bailey
&
Barnum
The
-evidently discovered this fact. There lassociates in this and other new
-clown- acts are Ed. Bartlett and
-them, and,
*re - -forty- the time they are in the the -rugs, Hugh Zorella, and they add greatly
,or in the) hippodrome tracks—and to the merriment of the clown interthat is probably two thirds °L. the ludes.
Dan M/arvelle is another clown
time—they keep the great audience
are
illustrates the tendency of the
who
There
laughter.
of
tumult
a
in
to
••)
I:.
y
hundred vrct::
comedies perpetrated during the per- the times. With two clever associa-•
formence, and while there are some tes the wins many a laugh from the
that are more or les conventional, and audience. Marvelles first appear
can be recognized as old and genial ance is as driver of a coupe. A
the
new farmei and his wife hail
are
acts
friends, many
are
and
coupe,
the
in
get
be"cabby,"
crowd
the
to
appeal
and
cause of the rich spirit of carcature driven down the track. Suddenly
the horse, or rather the donkey, that
that pervades them.
There is for instance the burles- is drawing the conveyance starts to
que prize figlut betwen Nelson and run and the two "fares" drop through
McGovern. The fighters e are appa- the bottom and are spilled out upon
the the track. This leads to a controrently in dead earliest, and
i6 versy between the driver and his two
which
them,
crowd encircling
made up of clowns in every kind of "fares," which ends in the "cabby"
,que motley. etar ges the com- being landed on the track and the trick
grote
bataEts to greater efforts. ln the carria.ge driven away by the irate pasmid -t of the "exciting" scene, there senger; av hit its owner excitedly folis. a cry of "cop-, and the next min- lowing on
George Brown, an English clown,
ute a minature patrol wagon, drawn
by a pair of small but gingerly po- creates merriment among the chilnies. and driven by a clown police- dren and furnishes amusement for the
man, comes dashing up A squad grownups w;th a series of odd stunts
cif officers make a dash for the with clown dogs. One of these lit"sports-. but succeed M catching a tle dogs is made up with a papier madummy. which is bustled into the che -head and a flowing tail ,and at a
wagon and hurried away to the sta- little distance it is difficult to realize
tion. with thc other clowns follow- that the animal is not a horse in tiing close behind. The spirit shown niest minature.
Spader Johnson gives an imitation
by the ponies, the speed with which
ilk. "wagon" is hurried around the of a trombone soloist that is dehippodrome track, the realistic viay scribed as inimitably funny, and many
in which the "prisoner" is handled, of his other tricks are new and timeand the clang of the bell combine ly. Like all the other leading clowns

—T•wiwrigruf
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'POP!TM PITTSBURG COAL CO.
- OFFICE 126 BROADWAY

TELEPHONES
PADUCAH.

Nit 3

•

aft

Facts that can not
be Denied:

"UND[RWOOD"
TYP[WRITER

When you buy Pittsburg Cr al you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified tj"ayes 25 per cent. of the Operator's
to be correct. Every lump is of
Time which is your time.
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. LOUISVILLE, Y.
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction ILLINOIS CEYTRAL
and you get value received for your
RAILWAY BULLETIN
money. Let us quote you prices.
AtidsLa

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

P17 7SBUR0 COA L CO.
Nice 126 Broadway.
Both Phones No. 3.

Jas. J. O'Donnell,
Manager.

Louisville, Ky.—Southern reception to William J. Bryan. Dates of
sale, Sept. to, ti, and train No. 104 of
Sept. 12, 1906; limit Sept. 15, it000.
Round trip rate. $6.95.
Toronto, Ont., Patriarchs Militant
& Sovereign Grand Lodge I. 0. 0. F.
Dates of sale Septembcr 12th to 15th
ineusive, toot, limit September 240
Ino6;„ by depositing ticket and nayMg fee of $1 and extension can be
seri/red to October 24th, 1906. Round
trip rate $22.05.
Louisville. Ky., Horse Show: Dates
of sale September 30th to October
6th. 1936 inclusive, limit October 8th,
1906. Round trip rate $8.50.
- Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates Of sale September 30th. October 1st and 2nd,
lock. limit October 6th, 1906. Round
trip rate $6.95.
Lexington Ky., Fall Races: Dates
ef sale October 2nd to 13th, rood
inclusive, limit October 14th, toos.
Round trip rate

pRINTING

THAT PLEASES
Phones:

bit of comedy. The little burlesque CORTELYOU
PUP.E TIGHTLY
clown plays represent one of the most
NEWnotable developments in the comedy
circus.
of the
Only $5o,00o of $600.000 Surplus
"Many clowns, however, have a deep
Given Out For Congressional
disinclination to rehearsing their
OLD— ..
Campaign.
'stunts' before other members of the
company. They secure a room, hold
14.—'Speaker
Washington, Sept.
pivate rehearsals .throw out mys Cannon and Congressional Chairman
terions hints of the 'big comedy hit' Sherman has a "grouch" against
they are preparing, and make their President Roosevelt and Postmaster
appeacance on vhe.opening night with General Cortelyou. The latter is
come entirely unexpected bit of comchairman of the Republican national
ttl4s4us53u144441:1144444UslislisI
edy. Sometimes this carefully prepared
custodian of the Aur'comedy 'falls flat. When it does, it committee and
is shown no mercy. The equestrian plus from the campaign -if 190.1.
Whilethe figures niav be a surdirector cuts it out of the program
to those who suppo,c
prise
with one slash of his blue pencil, and
cha:rirun geacrally spend all
something else has to be substituted.
asserted
contrilmt«1,
money
the
evexpended
Hundreds of dollars are
-- ery spring for 'properties' to be used on authority which (mot to be Food
istirtttntlIttnIntn:11=61=221:211
4I6ocioco
to glvt: an effect that is irresistably Johnson uses a great many "proper- in clown acts, that the public refuse that Mr. Cortelyou has •:.bout
kt/phis
to
in
still
funds
have
they
and
1904
funny,
as
the
of
accept
to
sevhas
usually
ties"
and
in
his acts,
funny.
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR, LOUThe clown who is responsible for eral associates to assist him in his be thrown away. On the other hand,
ISVILLE. KY.
In any event, he is known to have
this novel bit of up-to-date clowning comedy creations. In speaking of the it is often the little, unexpected thing
preparation
least
managers
the
had
has
that
The
have
a considerable s..-rPus.
is Steve Miace, who is 'himself the 1,c hangs!s in clowning, %if
son of an old-time clown, Alf Miace been very marked in recent years, Mr. that makes a hit.
c f the congressional campaign want
For the above occasion the SouthThe latter is sixty-four years of age, Johnson said to a Register iwriter : 'The constant effort of the Bar- im to tern a „cod ports.ii of it ov_r ern Railway will sell excursion tick"Things have changed mightily in num & Bailey clowns, however, is to them for use this year. It is stated ets from all its stations in Kentucky
was a clown and accrobat when he
was a boy, and is still in the bum- our mimic world since I first became to present comedy that is new and at Democratic headquarters that Mr. to Louisville on Sept. 15 to 22, innes. The son, who is in his thirty- a clown twenty years ago. The time upt-o-date, and the novel bits present- Cortelyou has already given Chair- clusive, with return limit Sept. 84, at
third year, is fairly bubbling over v.- hen we conk crib our jokes out of ed by the clowns this season are, I man Sherman $5o,000. but wh,
:ther rate of one fare plus 25 cents for the
LEMON, r RANGE, CHERRY
with origintel idleas. One of /hi" the famify almanac has gone. forever. think, a sufficient proof of the success this be so or not, Mr. Sherman wants round tri p(minimum soc.)
clever conceits with the Barnum & Now we must be funny withoyt say- of their efforts."
great deal more.
A large number of interesting atThe clowns, it is promised, will be a
Bailey circus is a parachute jump. ing anything amusing. A man who
tractions
have been arranged for, inBarA great cannon is noisily trundled wants to make a serious business of very much in evidence during
MISSING. cluding Liberatti:s band, trotting and
AND $2o,000
MAN
ARE GOOD. OUR
Paduin
engagement
Bailey's
&
num
out upon the hippodrome track, and clowning—and I don't mean that as
running races, iitteresting agricultura clown quaking with well stimula- a joke—must have a standing contract cah, Wednesday, September 27.
Texan With Fortune in Pocket Can- al displays, etc., Every one should
ted fear is bodily pushed into its cav- -with a tin shop, own a trained pig or
not Be Found.
avail themselves of these low rates
ernous mouth. When all is rrady a comedy automobile .and be prepared MEXICANS MENACE COLONY
to visit the above fair.
snakes'
handling
Mfrace crios "fire", and there is -a to do anything from
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWAguas Calientes, Mexico, Sept. 14,—
For complete information call on
American Residents Fleeing From
thunderous report, -Look, their to imitating a sword swallower.
BERRY, PEACH. PINEARPLE or
gold on his person, your local ticket agent.
With
$20,000
he
clowns, "Of course, the doesnt' do these
Railroad Towns at Aguas
the
comes,
cry
CHERRY,. IS BETTER.
leaving his other possessions here, and
and
all eyes
Calientes.
to- things literally. Everything is a matare
turned
without a word to any one, Ralph
ward the dome of the auditorium.. ter of burlesque. In the old days the
Church, one of the best known smelThen comes a surprise. A big black Shakespearian clown was thr whole
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 14.—An El ter employes here, has disappeared.
bag opens, and down comes a life-like thing. Everything he said was in Paso papal. today publishes a report Every effort is being made to locate
4.
Kentucky Fair Dates.
parachute. The illusion for the mo- rhyme, and his poetic witticisms were that the American railroad colony at
SEVENTH AND BZOADW 4 .
missing man, and foul play is
the
4.
ment is very real, and there is a big Vise talk of the town. The vogue of Aguas Calientes is under military feared.
+++++.
I
++++++++++
laugh when the audience discovers the clown was tremendous, and a
left Aguas Calentes August 15
guard in consequence of threats of
that the parachute jumper is only a single Merry Andrew, as in the case
Mexican workmen to drive Out the forr Mexico on a vacation. Since that
"stuffed-man." Efforts to copy this of the famous Dan Rice, could com"Is Speedman a good ebauffeurr
Americans and burn the railroad time his friendvs have heard nothing
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville-novel act have been bnly partly suc- mand a salary of $5o0 a week. The
"Good? Say! He caught a man
shots were fired pro- from him. Church came to Aguas
Many
shops.
Septernbe 17-22,
cessful.
big shows have made the speaking
yesterday that every motorist in the
Monday, it :a Calientes several years ago from
and
Sunday
miscuously
days.
A third novel bit, introduced by clown impossible. They couldn't be
Sebree, September 18-5
city has had a try at and missed."—
further states that a Charming, Texas.,
,Miace, is a giantess who, tinder the heard, and action has taken the place said. The article
Hartford. September 19-4 days.
Judge.
here
resided
influence of a few bars from, the of speech. As a result, the success- woman who formerly
Henderson, Seotember 26-4 aRYs.
The average woman of forty thinks
band, vraltres merrily with the clown' ful clown of today is the one who can lhas written in a letter from Aguas
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 ()RYA.
In the midst of the dance, the under win applause and laughter by doing Ca'ientes that the Americans there a broken heart is the funniest thing
Arbella—Oh, yes, we can trace our
part of the giantesses body separates something. In the old days the clowns Lre much alarmed and many a:o leav- in the world.
Pembroke, September 27-3 days. .„ } ancestry far, fu beck, ever so far,
from the upper, and runs away, and always worked as individuals. Now- ing.
Lrwensboro, ucteber 2-5 drys.
we have been descending for yearn..
Indifference is a tonic that will oftMiace continues to waltz with the adays an entire company of merrYs
3—days.
Judy,
Octab•n*
Mayfield,
love.
dying
revive
even
head and trunk. His actions when makers will often appear in a single Read the Daily Register for News, en
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Traction Grabbers.
as it is intimated that the Deliver is
The Louisville Post' publishes the
. a at the request of
present in Haven
'President Palma, further d'evelop- following history of the Kentucky
ments are watched with more or less Traction company, which makes rathPUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. anxiety by Americans.
er interesting reading:
(Incorporataed.)
In April, 1903, an ordinance was
It will be remembered that the depassed by the general council of the
260
which
Maine,
in
the
of
struction
Broadway
523
Building,
Register
At
of Louisville granting to the KenAmerican seamen lost theiratives, has city
tucky Traction company of Louisville, DELEGATES TO ST. LOUIS
DEEP WATERWAYS
JAMES E. WILHELM, President never been iexplainedi satisfactorily, its successors or assigns, "the right
Treasurer but it has been proved, beyond a shad- to construct, maintain and operate by
CONVENTION:
JOHN WILHELM,
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary ow of doubt, that it was not an aeci- electricity railroad tracks and cars
.in the city of Louisville on
dent. The suggestion has been made thereon
Twenty-first street, Stratton avenue,
Entered at the Postoffice of Paadnthan once that the explosion Russell avenue, on Wilson street, Seveah, Ky., as second-class mail matter, more
was the result of a deliberate plot to enteenth street, Ormsby avenue, Sixthe con- teenth street, Lexington street ,Mag$5-00 involve the United States in
One Year
Lucas Place, across Sev2.50 test between the Cubans and the aizne street,
Six Months
enth street, Sixth street, on Center
Las Spanish government. However that
Three Months
OF DEEP INstreet and Green street and across in- MATTER IS
.ro may be, the United States did be- tervening alleys."
One Week
TEREST TO ALL CITIES
Anyone failing to receive this paper come involved, with the result that
ON THE RIVERS.
This was the mild and moderate deregularly should report the matter to Porto Rico and the Philippine islands mand of the Kentucky Traction GrabThe Register Office at once. Teleago.
were added to its vast possessions bers three years
phone Cumberland 318.
At that time they pretended that Delegates Will Be Royally Enterand Cuba was turned over to the pa- they were a trunk line, organized for
tained by the People of "The
triots of that island to govern as the purpose of constructing a railFuture Great."
they pleased under the supervision of road frjom Louisville to Nashville,
and they sequestrated these streets.
the United States and also under her
enough, the council
Strangely
There is to be a convention held
protection.
granted the demands of these deprein
St. Louis on November 15th and
Today another American war ves- dators. They ignored the plainest obI6th to further the cause of the progeneral
resting
upon
the
ligations/
sel, the big new cruiser Denver, lies
the city of Louisville. Thus posed deepening of the channel of the
For City Judge.
at anchor in Havana harbor. On council of
strengthened,
the Kentucky Traction Mississippi river from the Future
We are authorizea to announce shore the erstwhile Cuban patriots
Great to the gulf of Mexico so that
Grabbers 'went into court and put up
D. A. CROSS
are divided into two or three warring the plea that they derived their rights deep water crafts may come to St.
Louis and toad direct and vice versa.
directly from the legislature; that
as a candidate for the office of City factions. President Palma is in dis- they were on that account superior to The convention has for its purpose no
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac- repute with a number of his constitu- the general council; that they had a ideal dream. and the efforts to make
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec- ents and a tiresome, demoralizing claim on the streets of the city which it a meeting which must have some
tion to I5e held Thursday, Septenaber 'form of insurgent warfare is in prog- the general council could not ignore, effect upon the general government
promises well. The people of St.
20.
ress, Havana itself menaced by the which at least the general council Louis are
promising all delegates the
ignored.
not
had
heartiest welcome and each state inWe are authorized to annouace malcontents.
general
that
the
decided
The courts
There is no secret as to the desire council had the right to grant to the terested, which includes Kentucky, is
ED IL PURYEAR.
preparing to send delegations of inss a candidate for the office of City of the leaders of the insurgents for Kentucky Traction company, "which fluence and knowledge. Gov. BeckJudge of Paducah; subject to the as- intervention by the United States. was a trunk line," the right to use ham has already named delegates
eon of the Democratic Primary Elec- The hope is expressed in some quar- these streets without selling the right from this state and among those from
tion to be held Thursday, September ters that the United States may be at auction or without limiting the this end of the state are the following:
franchise to twenty years.
na
Paducah—W. L. Bower, S. A.
forced in the end to take over the islThe courts- did not decide that the
Fowler,
D. W. Coons.
governs general council was obliged to give
Sunday Morning Sept. .16th, 19°6. and and govern it as it now
Smithland—C. H. Wilson, Capt. J.
company.
traction
to
the
that right
she Philippines.
W. Bush, Charles H. Webb, Jr.
No courts ever will decide that the
island
the
that
Wickliffe—C. P. Howie, James A.
doubt
no
There
is
The man who stands up for the
right of the traction company to take
crisis in its any street they want is above the Miller, George C. Boyd.
upon
a
entering
is
republic
rights of the people; for law, order
Gilbettsville—R. F. Jenkins, B. C.
it is to be hoped that the right of the general council to dispose
er
and decency, may expect to incur the history, but
Herndon,
P. 0. Felix.
the
. .
of
benefit
of the insurgents of the streets for the
part
the
on
desire
Ilickman—R. T. Tyler; M. B.
deep hatred of the opposing elewhole community.
secure American intervention will
Shaw, L. E. Dodd.
to
never
Nashville
was
tools.
The line to
ments, their agents and
Columbus—Charles N. Wa:ker, J.
not be attended with such disastrous built. It was never begun. Tt was
S. Davis.•
results as were involved in the blow- never contemprated. The whole preMilburn—W. E. Mon.
Time Will Tell.
tense was a lie, judicially established.
ing up of the Maine.
Bayou—G. N. McGrew.
used for the purpose of misleading
Despite all denials it is evident that
Kuttawa—W. J. Stone.
the public, put upon record for the
the government intends to intervene
In connection with this proposed
With Russia and Japan. purpose of misleading the courts.
Rations
Our
—in fact—the president's letter to
convention and the improvement of
Yet upon that record these men
PetersSt.
of
the
editor
the
While
the
greatest cf southern aaterways
minister,
the
Cuban
Senor Quesada,
apply today to the general council for
the a new entrance into the city. Now the following article on southern
writing
was
Vremya
Novoye
burg
is positive proof.
will ere they are going to build a line or con- waterways becomes of interest. The
Just what this intervention means, startling prediction that Japan
Chattanooga
article is from the
and
wrest nect with a line to French Lirric in a
long whip the United States
or how far the ,government will
Tradesman
of
yesterday:
to
direction opposite from the fine
the Philippines, Hawaii and Califor"The expanding commerce of the
remains to be seen.
Ntt4hville. Probably they will call
actually
South
is demanding more improvewas
news
the
nia
us,
from
Louisville
&
It is possible that the government'i
it the French I.ick.
ment for Southern rivers and more
sealers
Japanese
sflreets
five
want
the
way
that
on
They
railroad..
Nashville
peacemaker,
part may be cnly that of
part of the 'city. demanding more improvement for
and Roosevelt has proaen himself a had been killed and twelve captured now in a different
those streets. Thf in- Southern rivers and more developby American guards on the island of They demand
peacemaker par excelence.
have a higher ri i to ment of water transportatioa throughthey
sist that
poachout this section.
islands,
for
Paul,
Pribyloff
St.
there
ft
a
widtaspread
belief
But
shem than the citizens of Loui ville.
"This does not mean in any sense
that all of these :moves are merely ing. This concatenation of events, They ignore the fact that the charter
antagonism
to, the railroads, and if
granted
prelimnary to an exation of the island. which might. be fraught with dread of the city of Louisville was
these are wise they will join most
that
legislature;
the
by
specifically
alStrength is lent to this idea by the import is the case of two nations
heartily in ading all legitimate efforts
it is something more than a corporfact of numerous warships beirog ready on. unfriendly termd, !serves ate charter. The legislature, acting thatwill tend to increate the utilizahurried to Cuba. If "peaceful inten- merely to emphasize, by the slight at- under the authority of the constitu- tion of our Southern rivers. There
has been an -unnecessary, and. as we
tion" was intended what use would tention paid to it, our friendly rela- tion, has conferred a large pawer of see it. a really unwise policy adopted
upon
this
community.
self-government
tions with the sunrise kingdom.
there be of so many warships?
subject to by many of our Southern railways in
Speaking of the portentous proph- and these powers are not
that they have either tactily or openly
Again we say, just what the governinvasion by any corporation.
antagonized the development of
ment's plans are, time alone will tell, ecy of the Novoye Vremia, the Washappeal
The Evening.Post renews its
Southern watet-ways, and this has
for " the government moves in mys- ington Star analyzes it as nothing to the general council to protect the
tended to increase public feeling
,
against
only
Louisville,
not
terious ways, i4 wonders to perform." worse than a "first-class midsummer citizens of
against the railroads. rte Tradesbut
organized,
thus
grabbers
these
diversion" of •the Russian editorial
against all traction grabbers. The man is a friend to the railways of
mind, "calculated not only to pass the
The spectacle of Morgan, Harristreets belong to the people of the the South. It has depr•rated that
eagle eye of the censor, but actually city. They have been paid for by the feeling which has enabled iiemagogues
man and Baer behind prison bars in
to please him." The Star goes on:
property owners and the taxpayers. to ride into office solely on their
expiation of crimes that all this land
are valuable rights of way, im- avowed antagonism to rairoads, and
They
Russian
"These are rough days for
it would aid in corrective: that kind
knows they have committed, or thirty
Journalists. No knight of the pen portant highways, not to be surren- of a situation, but at the same time
daYs on the rock pile for Rockefeller, knows when his turn will come for a dered for slight consideration,
The control of this matter is en- the development of the South- stand;
would do more to discourage the visit from the police, the confiscation
first and foremost in our esteem. and
trusts than all the legislation that of the edition, and possibly a holiday tirely in the hands of the general the improvement of our a aterways is
and
terms
It
council.
ma.y
fix
the
congress could enact in a year," said in jail. They are suspicious chaps,
essential to the further progress of
those Russian censors, seeing mischief conditions undlir which this franchise the industrial South.
Judge James P. Tarvin in a speech
of
require
sold
It
should
may
be
in the most innocent society para"Nothing can illustrate this so
before the Old Guard_ Democratic graph and treason in a nonsense verse. the purchaser to keep the whole street
effectively
as the following statement
club at Louisville. The same spec- Even the touting of Japan as victor in order, to repair it when instructed
was
made by Mlr. John E. Shaw
which
public
works.
board
of
do
by
the
tacle o( lesser lenders would also of the United States might in some so to
in
a
recent
add
which was made
circumstances be interpreted as inim- It should reserve the right of the by NV John E. Shaw in a recent adbe.'iitatirying and also edifying.
over
council
to
admit
other
roads
ical to the Russian prestige, for it
dress before the Mlerdhants' an
has never been acknowledged by Rus- this highway into the heart of the Manufacturers' association of PittsA dispatch from Washington States sia or Russians that Japan was really city. It should then sell this franburg:
that, because of the rivalry between and truly victorious in the late war. chise at auction to the highest bidder
"In June. 1895, there were collected
give
arrangement.
private
not
by
and
the battles:lips Louisiana and Con- The treaty of peace, be it rememin
the Pittsburg harbor 1,200,000 tons
pitia
company
for
it
to
traction
the
netitiut at;tiVflrhich shall ake the bered, was signed merely to avoid iful $5000.
of coal loaded on about 2,soo vessels
the further bloodshed necessary for a
awaiting water to move down . the
president to Panama, both vessels
complete overwhelming of the AsiOhio river, the largest tonnage ever
will be sent. So_it is inferrec=rat atic upstarts. But it is one thing to TRAIN
WRECKER
assembled' in any harbor in the world
at declare that Japan
MOB
Teddy 'will —travel On
"."'•=7illps
b
could
have
SAVED FROM
at one time. The rise did not come
the same time, one foot planted on whipped Russia in the long run and
until November 27th. The cost of
Jeffersonville, Ind., Sept. 75.—
each—"doing the split," as it were. quite another to assert thiat the Unitfreight and vessels engaged in the
ed States will fall easily before the Sheriff Reid. of Pike county, Intl., ar- service was
estimated at $6,310,00o.
Other great Men have straddled an arms of Russia's former foe. There rived at the Indiana Reformatory, this
It
cost
$2,000
per day to keep the
iesn'e before. •
is a bitter feeling against this country. city, this morning' with Shirley Irwin
tonnage afloat, and St,000 per day inunder
Aubrey,
who
are
it
not
take
the
hated
and
Williarn
in Russia. Does
terest on the investment, total $3,000
Jews who flee from Russia? Does it indictment on the charge of murder
Recalls Maine's Fate.
per diy. This tonnage was kept waitThe presence of the cruiser Denver not get up petitions to the czar to in the first degree in wrecking a trai ing in the Pittsburg harbor for water
Railway at Jackson's
in Havana harbor. and particularly the check the massacres? Does its gov- on .the Southern
in the Ohio river an average time of
ernment not actually try to interpose Siding. on July 12. Three people'
reception tendered the ship on arrival, between the Russian mob and its vic- were killed in the wreck and a number five months, or 150 days at a loss of
per cent, on
recalls the arrival of the ill-fated tims? Did it not during the war with were hart. Those killed were Jolin $450.000 which is five
$9,00cs000.
Malloy
Japanese
cause
and
Princeton.
Ind.;
espouse
the
Fanning. of
Maine in the Franre • harbor in ifieig, Japan.
'These stupendous figures represent
when the Cubans were making a last 'root' from bekihning to end for 1th Capehart, of Winslow, and John a product that found it necessary to
Japs? So now it is doubtless a de- Mlunce, of St. Louis.
theroic effort to throw off the yoke
The prisoners were given a prelimi- use water transportation at an enormlectable thought to many Russians
of Spain. The situation in Calla at that the day will come when japan nary hearing and bound over to the ous cost, simply because it would' have
the present time is very much like will turn upon the country that 'dis- November term of the Pike circuit been phySically impossible for the
railroads to has handled it.
that which existed at the time of the covered' it, dragged it out into the court, but-the feeling is so intense that
men
"This' shipment would have tethe
believed
best
to
send
Maine's destruction. but it is to be tight of civilization, nourished it in its it was
early days of emergence, and support- to 'Jeffersonville. They were corn- quired 40,000 coal cars, and, giving 40
hoped that history will not repeat it- ed it with sympathy when it attacked mittedl on an order of the cir it clerk, cars to a locomotive, would have reself.
M. M. quired L000 locomotive to have moved
a formidable foe. The loss of the which was questioned b
In commentiug on the situation a Philippines. Hawaii and California— Barnard. assistant super' tendent of it. This would have made a solid
length, or
New York telegram says the insurg- by the way, the Japanese are going to the Indiana Reformatory, who is in train over 300 miles in
Cincinnati to
the
during
nearly
from
as
far
when
as
demands
of
the
institution
their
charge
moderate
in
be
ents would 'welcome interventie0n, acthey have won the war, contenting absence of Supt
H. Wittaket, but Chattanooga.
cording to their representatives, but
the
"In every field throughout
themselves with only a smell bit of he finally. accepted the'men.
they resent any use of the authority the mainland—will serve the United.
South there is a great scarcity of cars
of the Tritell, States, tip strengthen States exactly right, in the Russian
Clevervess is the ax that cut'Slowrk and the railways are taxed to their
utmost capacity to move the freight,
the han s 451 iffe Palma' regime, and eyes."
much fine matrimonial timber.
Ji

S. A. FOWLER,
D. W. CMS

RACKET STORE
Closing Out All Dress Skirts
at Half Price.

TWENTY-ONE DELEGATES
FROM KENTUCDY

ANNOUNCEMENTS

.

e

We are going to quit handling ladies dress skirts
and have decided to close out our present stock at
half price,
The stock consists of Ladies and Misses Walking
Skirts in black, blue, brown, gray and fancy and the
regular price is from $2.48 to $8.00.
Beginning Monday September 17th we will close
the entire lot out at just half price.

1

We Have One $12.00 Fancy Blue
Coat Suit Size 36 Which We
Will Put In With This
Lot at $4.98.
These Are Bargains For Somebody.

PURCELL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
=MIL_

ISO

• .41

NEW WAIST SILK.
Whfle in New York ous buyer made s special study of fall
and winter waistings and male his seleircns accordingly, of
course, every buyer recognizes this-fact-that you must have quality and material to begin with and you must here the fabric that
fashion approves. Add to this tha correct combination of colors
and you will be gowned in the heights of fashion—you might say
elation. Monday we will have these silks on display at our silk
counter. All features mentioned above are noticable in our 98c
silk. 36 inch Black Taffeta regular Si.as ,Monday only 98c yard.
••••

and this emphasizes the need of water
transportation to relieve this condition. By moving the heavier freights
by water, the railways could handle
the rest with greater ease and rapidly
and all interests would be enhanced
in so doing.
"Chattanooga should have the canal
from the Tennessee river to the
Warrior. Birmingham needs this as
an outlet for its coal and iron, and
Ntobile and Pensacola need it to aid in
building up their manufacturing and
shipping interests. The improving
and establishing of Southern waterways should
engage the earnest
efforts of the commercial organizations of the South at this time.

MOONSHINERS GO
ON A RAMPAGF
ROB AND MURDER SALOONKEEPER AFTER EFFORTS TO
KILL MARSHAL.

Birmingham. Ala., Sept. 15.—A
special to the News from Gadsden
says that early today the dead body
bf John Davis, aged forty years. was
found in Mntlow's saloon, on Sand
Mountain, near Boaz, where
he
worked.
There were two bullets in his body,
TEACHERS MEET.
and his tIbroal was cut from car to
ear. His heacl had also 'been beaten
First Monthly Meeting 'to Be Held with a bottle. Over $2,000 had been
Next Friday.
taken from the place by the murderers. Davis' corpse was found behind
The -first monthly meeting of the the counter, indicating that he was
teachers in the public schools will be on duty when slain.
Late last night two moonshiners,
hsad on the afternoon of the aist. The
course of study for the year will then fully masked, boarded a Naghville,
Chattanooga & Sr. Louis train at
be decided upon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Glean, of Dur- Mountiiinborea near the scene of the
ant, Miss., who have been visiting murder, and attempted to assasinate
Unitedl States
Marshals
relatives here, will leave Monday for Deputy
Battles and B.
They were about to fire on the
Miss Nell Hendricks is in Princeton, Ky.. on a visit among friends ' officers from the rear when a fellow'
passenger informed the officials, who
Mrs. B. H. Scott has gone to Louseized 'their rifles and
hlased the
isville to visit Miss ;Wary Bringhurst.
assassins out of the car. The moonMrs. J. H. Oehlschleager has gone shiners sprang from
the moving train.
to Louisville on a visit.
It is supposed they are the men who
killed Davis. and that revenge really
Mr. and. Mrs. Earnest Laeley have prompted the deed.
a new son at their home.
•••

The Ladies of the Macabee, will
HARMELING The Tailor is showing complete line of suiting. trouser- meet in the old Elks hall on North
re
at
jogs, overcaatineand vesting. Your,.Fourth strtet Tuesday afternoon
urged to
early inspection respectfully solicited o'clock. Al' .members
I be present.
—Temporarily at sall Broadway.

•

a
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loud aid

the highest glee and talk
long of what the place is to become
oithin the next few years after, it is
made the great railroad center whieh
they believe is now assured.
Recently, as has been published in
these coltimns on several occasions
the people of Cairo took up the pro130 S. THIRD STREFT:
SPADUCAH. KY
ject of building a branch line from
POLICE
OUT
CITY,
JUDGE
OF
thuir city to Thebes, Ill., Where the
ATTENDING SMITHLAND
ac:›0‹=.40.c=;40‹=.00,40‹:›40.c=40<2›.00c4ac=40.c:›oa,--40.‹=4 I. 6y,,R. R. sometime over a year
ciRcurr COURT.
Oteped a new bridge which
since
MOON."
"SAME OLD
1111.4 .
crosses the Mississippi. It was given
From Opera, "Land of Nod,"
out at first -that the hope was only
to get a newsio,utlet towards St. Louis Lengthy Docket But Disposed of
Comic op'ra story runs along,
Within One Hour—Mainly
ago,
years
and. the far vtast and also into the
of
In dark ages, thousands
• k Lovers swore by the silvery moon, Just kills time till catchy moonlight southwest. But-, the small local orMinor Offenses.
song
ganizations seems to have been pregI know, now people use me to spoon; Maybe time mentions June—
Same soft cooing, moon hears from Exit daylight and enter moon.
nant with big intentions or purpose.
afar,
Attorney J. S. Ross, undersappointSometimes call it "little moonlight Quietly it proceeded to secure the
"Kiss me when you see a shooting
franchise wanted and also the right- inent of Mayor Yeiser, yesterday held
love,"
Star."
Maybe song of "Dainty Turtle Dove," of-way, and to do this latter had to the city court. Judge E. H. Puryear
Foxy man; some ecstatic hags,
Sometimes has a different tune,
buy much good property and con- was out of the city attending court
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for aelectitm in..
Shooting stars made from lightning One thing atrc—its the same old demn some which the owners were at Smithland.
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to sec the advanaes
bugs.
mootI
reluctant to dispose of. And in this
The docket was a lengthy one but
offering this season in silverware.
are
work they have from the, very out- the business was disposed of within
Refrain.
surprise
upon
surprise
sprung
side
an hour.
Refrain.
It's just the same old moon a-shining, upon the people, it would seem. These
Mrs. Lou Charity was charged with
way;
In just the same old milky
It's just the satil iold Moon a-shining,
surprises have come because of the a breach of the peace. It developed
No wonder he is pale and pining
In just the same old milky way;
quality af property the company has that Mrs. Charity and Swain TownTo hear what people say:
No wonder he is pale and pining
baught, the prices paid therefore, and send and wife had indulged in a neighIt's just the same old stage hand
To hear a hat people say:
the fact that on the whole the corn- borly quarrel. All were placed una turning
"Oh wont you call nee goo, goo,
pany has spent something like twenty der bond for $100 each to keep the
machine,
The same old moon
goo?"
its capitalization stuck, each peace toward each other.
times
Same chorus dance step,
—
Same little jolly,
*
1being, Ed Vasseur and Harmon Williams
check offered
every
and
S
Song 'bout a coon;
Wedding in June,
presented.
When
paid
promptly
the
+
the ice wagon drivers arrested
Same, shifty spot light,
Same Alimony—
: PERSONAL MENTION.
•:.•
A Cairoite, talking to a Register (4), before charged with defrauding
Same old moon.
Same old moon.
+
-:reporter about the doing of the Cairo H. A. Peter of something like $50
Col Bud Dale, of the New Rich+
+++
+
+
+
11+
41+
+
4
+
said:
and Thebes Railroad Company,
worth of ice tickets, were presented
Gay old booze tank staggers home
mond,
had ninety sesiien transrnt
'What at first was though to be only bet the charge against them was csas
quite late,
Mrs. G. G. Nance, of Mayfield, is guests yesterday,,
the week
a
a small company, having for its pur- tinued. Chas. Grosshart, the caulker, in the city.
Lovely,banquet; his speech saved the
-he had over five hundred ,sach guests.
connecor
outlet
new
a
just
pose
-state;
who was arrested for being drunk
E. Vernon Nance, a young May—The usual Saturalays.erualt.ipas upOon with other roads, has clearly be- and disorder.)
Sees two houses, both look just alike;
, and having in his field attorney, is in the city.
on the streets last night an4 the
Cairo.
for
thing
big
surely
right,
and
left
-hole
a
come
to
Double key
possession a lot of female wearing
-Master Harold Finley, of Mayfield, merchants seemed to be having a
Why, "said the man, "the company aparel, as stated in yesterday's issue, is visiting his aunt, Mrs. C.
r1151Papilt bulldogs meet him on the
P. splendid trade. The, pleataut evening
"'lawn;
has bought its right-of-way and paid was mulched for $io and costs.
Houseman, on West Harrison street. no doubt drew peopleass the streets..
early
for it in cash, spending over $100,000
4ite him four times in the
a
Henry McCauley, Jr., colored, waa
—The Carnival of ilite4Central Labor
Mrs. C. W. Stansberry, of Cobden,
and has bought in Cairo grounds for fired a tenner for having trouble with Ills., is here on a few months visit council was closed last night. It
eye,
one
-Puts his hand upon
depots. etc., which indicate that it his sister the night before. Henry to her daughter, Mrs. -Henry Bahr of wound- up its existence after a fair
'Gazes carefully at the sky.
will have facilities enough for half a didnt like what his sister was tell- 1627 south Sixth street.
patronage. The combination which
doien roads. The prop'e at first were ing their mother as to his conduct
Mrs. Minnie Hendron, formerly of made up the- attraction today g( to
ROMA.
led to expect but little from the pro- while on the streets and he not only this city but lately of Clarksville, other fields.
ref. juin the same old moon a-shining,
—There is hardly a person who
ject, but it has gradually dia.viiel upon attacked her but threw 1 glass at the Tedier., is in the city paying •a -brief
' In just the same old milky wa),
men behind the move woman.
has had- a chance to talk to Jim
the
to
that
visit
them
her
•
mother,
Mrs.
Amanda
No wonder he is pale and pining,
had purposely let it go out that they
The other case tried were as fol- Wilhelm, and brothers. She is on her Graham. the boy slayer of Claude
To hear what people say:
is lows: Robert Johnson, colored, sleep- way to Dallas, Tex., to visit her sister, Baas but who has a confession story
it
Now
little.
but
do
to
aimed
For there's a pair of moons
to tell as coming from Graham. It
clear that they mean to do much and ing in a box car. $5 and costs; Grave Mrs. Frank Gilbert.
afloating,
Dr. Delia Caldwell has gone to is not known whether or not Graham
declarations. Bennett, colored, attempt at arson,
open
no
are
there
while
Up in the spangled sky,
there are tacit admissions that not eontinited; Ross Thomas, carrying Carbondale, Ill., to attend' the bedside has told a story of the killing to
Quick when you see 'em
his attorneys or not, but it is a safe
less than four of the biggest trunk concealed weapons. dismissed; Jessie of her sick niece.
Hike homeward soon;
bet he will do so if they give him a
Olive
Miss
VerCreekhouse
Mt.
of
into
come
lines of the country arc to
Hold either eye shut—
Hurley, drunk, $1 and costs; Oscar non, Ill.,
chance. He is the best confessor who •
arrived
yesterday
to
visit
which
right-of-way
the
over
Cairo
Same old Moon.
Roberts. petit larceny, continued; her sister,
ever been in jail for years..
tias
Mrs.
Louis
Henneberger
of
has
•••••••.,•••••••••=1•
the Cairo & Thebes company
Jchn Johnson, Susan Grogan, Jennie South Third street.
—The police this morning reported
bought. This is 'indicated too by the Wilson, colored, breach of peace., farMiss Minerva Butterfiedl of Chi- nothing doing in their line throughout
great width of the right-of-way, by mer dismissed and latter two fined
cago,
has returned to resume charge the night. "It has been an exceedingthe number of tracks which it said Po and costs each; Wil McMurray, of the
designing department for the ly quiet night" said Lieut. Potter "we
will be laid upon the right-of-way cclored, receiving stolen goods and NPrs. Cora
Williams Clark milinery have had only a drunk to arrest and"
and also by the quantity of property George Randolph. colored, petit lar- establishment.
no complaints have come from any
•64 the atmos- which has been bought for depot
Millions of years ago the earth renhcit therrniomert1-,4
of the city. The people have
parts
away.
filed
deny,
Mayor
Yeiser
and
have
family
-swept
pheric ,pressure, is so low that a gas grounds etc. There is not a Cairoite
was not ths. land-bound sea
moved from their :!ccountry home in suddenly gotten good."
'bat. a liquid under pressure woUld solidify as it es- but who is fully satisfied that these
globe 1,4
Arcadia to their winter residence on
-4
mass on whin floated crust some 35 caped. Ice and snow are the forms, big trunk lines are beliind the CairoNorth Fourth.
• miles thick.
then, which lunar water must asCertificates.
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Pictures,
and that each and all
scheme
Thebes
Col. John Sinnott, Sr., will be
At that period, says the Strand sume.
Water and Oil Claws
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nally shortened the day to three Ceedingly care that startling effects
He is much improved.
nen time at the
IS hours. When that terrific velocity are produced. Perhaps the most strika thus assured the city property i,s
/1
Miss Mamie Helsley will return tomuch improvern
was obtained 5000 cubic million miles ing is that of the sunrise. Dawn and creasing in value,
day from visiting in Memphis, Tenn.
been'
has
company
a
and
on
of matter were .- ,burled off by the the 'oft golden glow that usher in is going
Mr. Clarence Kaiper of the Charles
Illessessy.
enormous centriinie knee' and our terrestrial day there cannot be. The organized and is to go to work at PHYSICIANS THINK HE CAN
Kaiper
Sons' furniture firm of Cin_
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SURVIVE
in
sun leaps from the horizon a flaming ( nee to fill all the low places
moon was born. "-.4%,
cinnati, is here the guest of Mr. H. C.
DAYS.
The cleaving of to large a body sickle, and the loftier peak., immedi- city through what is known as th
That run-down, tired feeling is the
Rhodes, the furniture dealer.
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must have left nrme scar on the ately flash into light.
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Mr.
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first symptom of MALARIA, :ake
There is no azure sky to relieve the water and sand into the 'ow places of
earth's surface. It has accordingly
Ifelsley went to Grahamville last
been ..tiggeoed that the great basin monotonous effects of inky black the city 'and let the water run off Has Been in Bad Health For Several
night and instituted a new lodge for
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Woodmen of the World.
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in
what
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The
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Business Circles.
Mir. John Rchkopf is here from
with no clouds to diffuse its blinding Oat Cairo is coming and that we will
Memphis, Tenn.
Offr mnetri hag tire distinction of be- light. All day long it is accompanied soon be crowding Paducah and nit
Mir. Phil E. Gilbert of Tulwiler,
ing the largest of all planetary catch- by the weird zodiacal light that we be so badly outstripped in the futIt will shock the many friends of Miss., returned home last night after
litea; so large ,indced, that to the in- behold at rare intervals.
ure as we have been the past ten or Capt. Geo.
Hart, the well known coming here to testify in the H. IT.
Even in midday the heavens are
habitants of Mars it must appear with
i
years."
tvsclve
head of the hardware establishment Loving case.
the earth aZ a wonderfully beautiful p;tch black, so that, despite the sunIn reply to the question whether of Geo. 0. Hart Ss Son, to learn that
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planets
twin planet.
or not • the Cairoite did not think he is very ill and that 'his condition
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Price 50 Cents Per Box.
Kentucky, the gentleman was wise
Capt. Hart has been in very bad under is just the size of the arch ,1
the lunar day is equal to fifteen of our eyes.
In the line of sight it is impossible eilaugh and frank enough to say that health for several months, spending his sweetheart's slipper.
• days. r ,r half a ilnainth the moon it
exposed to the fleece heat of the sun; to estimate distances, for there are such was more than likely, and that most of the time at northern resorts
for half a month it spins through no such phenomenon as aerial per- also another bridge at Cairo might be with tle hopes of restoring his failSouth Sixth St. House.
spective. Objects are seen only when expected. If this latter idea proves ing health, and only a few days since
space in the densest gloom.
No. 1250 3 rooms; lot faitix'73 feet,
Smaller in mass than the earth is, the rays ()folic sun strike them.
correct and it certainly is a reason- came home. Though just passed his $1,ocio part cash; discount for all cash.
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BIRTH OF THE MOON.
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CAPT. CEO. HART
7; IS VERY ILL

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

BACON'S

Dr. Sidney Smith

PEOPLE OF CAIRO
ARE VERY JUBILANT

Now is the time for you to fill your coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 1 1 c

Bes1.[1(entacky and Illinois Coal
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Alsoldealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehallfand
Agatite- Cement:- "KINGIORCEMENT."
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At The
Churches

S

BEAUTY

EASILY

ACQUIRED

All Ugliness Banished by Some Very
Simple Rules.

Chicago, Sept. 115.—"Think beauty
and, chew w:.:er." Simple and obvious, like all veat discoveries, an im•
patient world has waited long cenFirst Baptist.
There will be regular services at turies for some scientist or profownd
scholar to dis cover She secret of perthe First Baptist church today. Paspetual beauty, but to no such person
tor Calvin Thompson wil preach. The was the
honor reserved. Mme. Clafcvening services will begin at 7:30. lin has been s
.nt out from the proud
Sunday school at the usual hour. 'town of Peor:a. Ill., to proclaim the
glad tidings to humanity that the ugly
° Second Baptist.
and plain • nec I suffer no more, but
Today Rev. E. H. Cunningham, that beauty may be the lot of all.
the pastor, will fill his pulpit morning
The wonder;n1 secret was revealed
:aid evening. It is announced that for the first time yesterday afterFleetwood, of LexingtOn. Tenn., noon at the covvention of the Nationwill preach next Tuesday and Wed - al afillinera' a ‘-sociation. The fascinigiliz• at the same elioreli.
1..
nating sa.oje.t
has had been talked
Hato temporary exhaustion. Round
Cumberland Presbyterian.
ats ,square hats, jungle hats, aviary
\t the Cumberland Presbyter; hats, tall hats, low hats, all manner
• church todoy, at the regu:ar church of hats had in turn received their
hours, Rev. J. F. Rogers, of Green- due 'need of at'ention and there was
v; w Ms.. will conditzt services. All a-- ananTentarY !II when, =heralds:1
Claflin arose. A
members of the congregation are ex_ and unknown, :
lies' whispering
pected to be present aad the public sibilant five
among the aut..el.,:c disposed of her
i s invited.
costume, her laoks, her social status
and
her past and future career and
Trimble Street Methodist.
then curiosity gained the tipper hand
poster \V. W. Armstrong wi I fill
and there was silen •s.
Ii - pulpit both morning and evenii:i.
"Think Beauty and Chew Water."
con:zregation
li
sF.ould
His
The speaker's face was radiant as
be present.
she announced her mission. The recipe was all composedl in the five
First Christian.
words. "Think beauty and chew waStIrliaY `l ill1(11 anti COall11trn1011
ter." Simple as this prescription is,
regular morning hours for some inexplicable reason its imtile
at
to;;ay. All numbers should be it port did not seem altogether clear to
. communion services.
the madam's audience and they gazed
ore upon the other in some perturbaGraae Episcopal.
t', a of spirit and then gazed question.tly at the great discoverer who
- D. W. Wright will liod
• 1 1-. 'minting at the Episcop• 1 s )(xi a.milingly awaiting their ap.iireli.
:.or sermon "The plause. The lecturer with the true
-,T,ionsibility of lit: tiviiig." No scr- instinct of a great mind grasped their
• in the tAL•ning during this difficulty.
"You think," she said, "that it is
oath.
not possible to chew water, but it is
—just try it. That point satisfactorBroadway Methodist
Rev. T. J. Newell. the pastor, will ily explained, Mme. Claflin went on to
elaborate some of the minor details
corduct the trual services at the
of her plan. Seekers after beauty
Methodist church today.
.17r.
must be vegetarians. Breakfast must
Siralay school at the regular hour. consist
of chopped hay or whatever
An all-day missionary service will other breakfast food may appeal to inta held at Broadway Methodist dividual taste and a libearl portion of
clturch September ;xi, to which water, carefully masticated. For dinsverybody
in home ant ner a little rice may be indulged in in
foreign missions a most cordially in- addition to the water, and a supper
vited.
will begin at crao a. of mush will perfect the diet.
m.. and c'ose at noon. Dinner will be
Follow Simple Rules.
served from 12:30 to 1:30 o'clock.
In the intervals between meals the
Services will continue in the after- subject must recline in a natural and
'loon from 2 to 4:30 o'clock. The fol- graceful attitude amid some scene of
lowing program will be rendered: pastoral quiet and beauty and let the
in'tid occupy itself with thoughts 'of
beauty. These few simple rules careMorning Service.
Voluntary .
Choir fully followed are guaranteed to make
Devotional exercises ...Dr. Blackard snub noses Grecian, small eyes large
and luminous, and, in fact, remedy
Talk on Foreign Missions
all defects which careless nature may
Dr. Blackard
have caused.
Report of district secretary
The convention was brought to a
Mrs. Sweat= iclose yesterday
With a lecture by
Report of district secretary
Mime. Horst on "The Young Woman
Mrs. Miles in the Business VVIorld." Madam
Report of district treasurer
was inclined to be pessimistic and
Mrs Dunn drew, a pathetic contract between the
Song
Choir sweet rural life of the country maiden
Paper on China
Miss Webb wandering in pastures green, attired
l'aper on Korea .
Mrs. Davis in a sun bonnet and a cotton gown,
Round Toble Tale led by Mrs. New- and her sister in the city, over-worked:
uder-paid, and a prey to terrible
ell.
Faper on Brazil
Mts. Blackard temptations utterly unknown in the
Selected Reading
Mrs. Eades country, where all is virtue and simSong.
Choir plicity.
Items of Interest .Miss Happy Newell
Talk
Rev. Armstrong
BENTON FRATERNITY CO.
.. Benediction. .
Afternoon Service.
New Company Organized at Benton
Voluntary
Choir
to Erect Large Building.
Devotional exercises and talk on
Home missions .Rev. Peter Fields
Benton,' Ky., Sept. 15.—The BenAddress by President
ton Fraternity Company yesterday
Mrs. Judge Greer
peifected its organization, electing
Mountain work
Miss Smith
officers as follows: J. H. Ford, presiMrs. C. McGlat'hery
•Our schoo's
dent; S. M. Creason, vice president,
Local work
Mrs. Chas. Johnson
A. A. Nelson, secretary, and W. M
Scng .
Choir
Reeder, treasurer. This company wa;
Settlement work
Mrs: J. Lane.
recent'', organized to erect a fraterSelected reading .Miss Lizzie Martin
nity building here and ill soon carry
Items of Interest ..-Nfrs. B. T. Davis
out this purpose. Plans hue already
Orr home
Mrs. Cunningham
been secured for the st urutceanr—
Supply department —Mrs. B. H. Scott
bren secured for the structurd and
Sang
Choir they
will soon be submitted to conMalediction
Rev. Mr. Owen tractors for bids.
It is desired to begin work on the proposed building
'. Rev. Reed Here.
by Ottober tht.
Rev. B. E. Reed. of St. Louis. the
former rector of the Epts:opal church
Of course man i tne darling of the
Ii' re. is in the city visiting his gods.
They didn't even give woman
daughter. Mrs. Rabb Noble.
a sense of humor.
_

OUR BOYS SHOES

Cyclone Insurance

"LAMM

Boys Take pride in the appearance of their feet and
should not be made to wear
clumsy shoes.

$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

Shoes do not have to be unsightly in order to be durable.
Our Anvil Brand shoes are
well formed and stylish, and
get strong and sturdy.
We've Boys' Shoes for all

Abram L Weil & Cise7

purposes. Bring the boys here
for shoes and you'll find our
styles and prices very pleasing.

ampbell Buildirg.

BOYS EVrrlY DAY SHOES
Box Calf and

Vice,

$1 50 TO

I (.. ,le Soles—Made to Stand Abuse

300 ALL SIZES

The Fever
Season

BO'Yt L).RESS SHOES
Colt,

Vici Kid, and

$2.00
'
,•11.11•1=11111••••

4

'Metal, Handsome Styles at Right Prices

3.50 ALL SIZES

COCH: AN SHOE CO.
f
4'

BROADWAY.

43W Ere :•

Has few terrors for the resident whose
home is equipped with

•:•-rel"

Modern Sanitary
Plumbing

•

tervices

1al=".«.1111....zsnr.araZan

"WATCHES"
Are you interested in a good time piece? We have a swell line
in Dueber Hampden watches, one of the most popular in the
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any investment yew
wish. Let us repair your watch.

PHONE 161 OLD
if your clock is out oi order we will call fur it and warrant
every job in our line of heautiful wedding presents in sterling silver, cut glass or hand painted china.
We are offering
some special low prices for the next to days.

Eye-See Jewelry
A.

Optical Co.

315 BROADWAY
Konetzka, Jeweler and Optician.

Get estimates on Plumbing and
Steam or Hot Water Heating from

Ed D.Hannan
325 Kentucky Avenue.

A Wiscons'n exchange says: "Miss
Jennie Jones and Rob Henry were
married at the Jones mansion last
night. The bride is the daughter of
our Constable, Jones, who made a
good officer, and will undoubtedly be
re-elected in the spring. He offers
a fine horse for sale in another
coluimi. The groom runs a grocery
store on Main street, is a good patron
Of QUr advertising coiutiins,aa7ga—rr
a fine line of bargains this week., All
summer he paid two cents more for
butter than any other store in town.
The happy couple left on the to
o'clock train for Milwauitee to vista
the bride's uncle, who Is reported to
have lots of money and Bright's disease. Bob certainly has an eye for
business,"

--mrwer, '11111

•I

Both Phones 201.

(Incorporated )

GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING F1LEIGHT, MACHINERY AND HOUSEHOLD 0001)S.
•

DIDIUMAJtAll
Gofi HQWj
THE BIG CIRCUS OF WORLD-WIDE FAME
Nothing Like

It Ever Seen on Earth Before.

All the World's Most Startling Thrillers. The Newest,
Latest, Most Stupendous Sensation

OFFICE SECOND AND MO?' ROE.

BbSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, coe.
responderce, spelling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar, sta.
Call of write for beautiful new cltr•ng.
4

PADUCAH CENTRAL'

THE FURIOUS, FLASHING, FURORE-CREATING FLIGHT

THE DIP OF DEATH

BOTH PHONES.

P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT.'.

THE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Guy Nance.

306 BROADWAY

Lee Nance.

M. Nance, Embalmei

GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMFRE3
White Ambulance Jor sick and injurid only.
6-Mice and residence 213 South 3rd St,
•eet.

Phones: ew 334. Old 699.

Open Day and Night.

INSURE WITH"—
A Young Lady Looping the Gap in an Automobile, up-side-doten.—
) AN ACT THAT COSTS $100 A SECOND,?.ND IS WORTH IT.
T
vvout...• I4 IBICYQL.,13 STA RTL.I31.2.8

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency

Two Daring, Doath-Defying Wheebnen. Office 306 Broadway

,-

Bridal and Business.

THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
132 South 17 ourth Street.

Paducah Transfer Company

COMBINING PLEASURE AND
TWO TWIRI1S OF TERROR
GRIEF se WITH rIBUSINESS THE
AerialSomersaults by
1117:7

Both Phones 369

First time of the Resplendent New Military and Allegorical Spectacle,
Founded on the Ruano-Jarninetie War.
hundreds a Gorreousty-Apostre
Introuc:14 lled
Soldiers, Sailors and Mythological Characters,
no of Ichlabareo_qcst liors. Elephants and 1:11111ell., and ()old-Illuminated Tableau
TI, in the Most Superb Dhiplay of Peasantry Sees in Modern
Times.
HIGH-CLASS FEATURES THAN ALI4 OTHER SHOWS COMBINED.,
100 Circus Acts by 300 Famous Artists-3 Hereof Performing Elephants--Reeors1;
Making Aerial Co
Hero Horeemen and Dainty and Skilled Horsewomen from Everrl
where—Acrobatic Marvels of Two Hemispheree—Speeial Children's Cirous-40 Funny
Biggest Man and Woman on Farth---Smalleat People Thai Live—Scandinavian Gypsy (710111111F•
—Real Roman Hippodrome--Racing Glories of All Agee—High-Jumping Horses2
-=
High-School Equines of Five continents.
3 CIRCUSEB-2 SIG Z006-5 TRAINS OF SPECIAL CARS-500 HORSES--Onts
Herd of Giraffes-1200 People-12 Acres of (v..—Riagest Tents ever Constructed-3 row
Stelow--Mammoth Aerial Enclave—I-Mile Racing Track.
eirThere will be no Street Parade.
a enlendid and
gb°w
be given on the Exhibition Grounds et 11Incidental!'
A. M.. amid 5 P. M. daily. Belmademal
TWO EXPOSITIONS DAILY. AT 2 AND•P. W. DOORS OPEN ONE NOW samosa

Card of Thanks.
A newsly made widow sent this
death of my late husband, who
escaped from me by the hand of
death on 'Friday last while eating
breakfast. To friends and all who
contributed so willinglif toward making the last moments and_funeral of
my husband a success I desire to remember most kindly,'hoping these few
lines will find them enjoying the
same blessing. I have a good milch
cow and roan gelding horse, five years
oldk which I will sell cheap. 'God lidiniselen, with Seat. 130 Cents. Children Under 10 Years. Hall•Prion
Privets Ile: sad Reursei Coulee Seale Extra. roierdisi le Lusa&
moves in a mysterious way his won9.110
seats numbered. Private Hoe and Reserved Grand Stand (.2iars on We af
der to perform.; he plants his foot- Chounciareserved
at the °peeing hour., and during the day at the dowii-tosen ticket ogeesteps on the sea and rides upon the
storm,' also a black and white shote,
very low."
card of thanks to her home paper for
publication: "I desire to thank my
friends and neighbors most heartily
Lire's cake isn't worth grieving
Only a man who is mentally nearin this manner for the united aid and over; most of it has a bad streak in the
sighted ever overlooks hit go!de-i 02co-operation during the illness and middle of it anyway.
•
portunities.

M'PHERSON'S DRUG STORE,4th &Broadway.

Phones:Office 385—Residence 169‘.

•••••••,-

••

murky $tatt Tait.

Louisville,,

Septill
2
It

$25,000 INTPREMIUM.
AND PURSES..

TROTTING AND RURNINO RACES DAILY.
Magnificent Exhibits and Other Attractions.
6

..LOW RAILROAD_ RATES

'7""
7'
t• 7""tITTelltreirr'''''
,̀""rre'rt"r7elt•erer
,
T0r”

J. C. Flournoy

•

Cecil Re

Strong Fresh

FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, ii and 12, Coluniwa Bldg.'
PADUCAH, KY.

SPICES

FLUOR SPAR
UNPROFITABLE

GRREEN COBS.

II•11.••••••.1.11,•••••••••••

WILL YIELD ENOUGH ALCOHOL TO MAKE DISTILLING PROFITABLE.

—

BAL0WIIN PIANO

—Washington, Sept. 15.—In the manCN ACCOUNT OF FOREIGN IM- ufacture of a'cohol from corn
cobs
PORTATION OF TLIE
and corn stalks at saotll cost, the deMINERAL.
Are a revelation of richness
partment ofagriculture is developing
Attorney at Law.
a new industry that the department
and delicious to the housewife
says is likely to be of large cornmer:
Paducah
Room No. 5,
D. C. Roberts Writesan Interesting cial value: Investigations which: the
who has a'ready used"ordinary"
Kentucky.
Columbia Bldg.
department is making at Hoopeston;
Article on the Minnerals of
spices. Our spices are pure.
I
III., have proved that the large quanWestern
Kentucky.
*A
and fresh, having the strength,
tities of corn cobs, which every year
heretofore have gone to waste can be
aroma and fine flavors which
Mr. D. C. Roberts of this city, in a Converted into alcohol in sufficient
nature alone can give. Use
communication to the Register, after quantities to justify the erection of a
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
pointing out some inacuracies in an distilling plant in connection with a
them in your canning pickling
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
article from the Crittenden Press, re- corn cannery.
and preserving.
The department of agriculture sent
printed as it appeared in tihat paper,
gives some inturecting information two chemists to Hoopeston to make
DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS
concerning fluor spar. The commu- experiments at a large cannery there.
They have sticceeded by simple methnication follows:
of-fermerreationo irrgetting ayicld
/20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Editor Register, Paducah, Ky.:
Sir—I notice in your issue of this of eleven gallons of alcohol from a
Both Phones 355
morning (Saturday's Register) a re- ton of green cobs, and by similar
DRUGGIST
print from the Press of Marion, Ky., methods in getting six gallons of alOffice hours 8to to a. m., 1 to 3
of some mining news. This matter ta cohol from a ton of green corn stalks.
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
so evidently out of whack" that 1, A statement concerning the experiSIXTH AND BROADWAY
will attempt to set part of it right. ments by one of the scientists of the
The word "igneour" that is used so department reads:
.14 K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER.
"At different times during the past
frequently
in the article is very prob• I
twenty-five years the department has
ably
igneous
or
MARBLE.
created
WM.
by heat; in.
other words, an igneous rock is sup- conducted experiments along the same
posed to be one that heat or possibly line, but with common field corn
volcanic fires have created. An ig- stalks. These tests show that they
neoua dyke or dike would be of a are 240 pounds of fermentable libEYE, EAR, NOSE AND
formation something similar to a stance in a ton of green field corn
great vein of mineral but not very stalks which will yield about half of
THROAT.
LAWYERS.
likely to contain values in ores as their weight in absolute alcohol. In
Office and Residence, Roonti 3 and • ordinarily found in the Western Ken- round numbers, a ton of stalks will
produce TOO pounds of alcohol or 200
tucky veins.
the
Columbia Building.
Practice in all the courts of
The
great values in these veins pounds of proof spirits. As a gallon
Phone 7042—Red.
state. Both phones 31.
have
been
those of. the ores of zinc of alcohol weighs nearly seven pounds
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Bui14and
lead
and the mineral called fluor there should be fifteen gallons of aling, 523 I-2 Broadway.
spar. The uses of fluor spar are lim- cahol in a ton of stalks.
'Not only are the cobs a waste proned to the fluxing—that is the makbut the irregular and spoiled
duct,
mg liqw d under hent—of the metals
such
iron, steel, copper, etc., and ears of corn as well. Hand labor is
also in
n the various formulas for melt- as yet employed in the husking and
ing glass sand or silica in the glass all ears are put in, as the wage
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
6
works. Hydrofluoric 'acid is also based upon a measure full. As the
Sr. Louis and Tennessee River Pack- largely produced from the better 'measures of ears are emptied: upon the
TELEPHONES:
conveyors. the ears unfit for use are
a I
et company—the cheapest and bes grade of tluor spar. This acid is culled as vhey go by. The culled ears
tiesd
for
pickling
iron
castings,
that
Office 251 excursion oct of Paducah.
fitetidence 296
is when castings are taken front the also are waste. The expense of bringmolds in the foundry they ordinarily m
have more or less of the molding sand cast aside is quite as much as the perR. T. LIGHTFOOT.
attached; this acid has a peculiar af- fect ears. The addition of the coen
finity
for this sand, which is purely on the cob adds further to the possiLAWYER.
silica, and will destroy it, making the bilities of alcohol obtainable from a
castings clean. A sand blast is also ton of cobs and will ?have it; influence
used for this purpose bui the acid in bringing the quantity to a greater
Will practice in all courts of Ke
bath is fast becoming the favorite figure."
method, as it cleanses the casting so
tucky.
DEER A FARMER'S PLAGUE
much better.
The production of fluor spar both
It is a trip of pleasure, conaii* in Kentucky and at Roseclaire and Eat Crops, Gore Cattle and Do Other
Damage in Massachusetts.
and rest; good service, good tabl Fairview, Ill., has attained so great
Mass.. Sept 15.—The
Springfield.
a
tonnage ghat values have deprecigood roams, etc. Boats leave ea.*
ated
to
a
very
considerable
extent,
in
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
Massachusetts
that the
the lower or finixng grades nearly 25 western
For other information apply to Ja per cent. Gravel fluor spar that a farmers declare that they are worse
Frank I. few months since sold readily at $5 than potato bugs for destroying crops,
Koger, superintendent;
ass+
per short ton on board cars now an4 town and county ojfficials are be• Brown, agent.
brings
about $3.75. This depreciation siegtd with damage claims. The deer
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
has been largely caused by the impor- grgae contentedly in ahe vicinity of
(liomeopathtst.)
tation from Efigland of this mineral farmhouses, ard every once in a while
in very great quantities and its de- they make a plunge into the cities.
livery to the larger iron and steel Recently one dashed down the main
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
plants at prices that leave the miner street of Holyoke and jumped through
Residence, 83gollsoadway.
of western Kentucky and southern a plate glass window of a department
store. It W3' so injured that Dr. J.
Illinois hardly mining expenses after •.
Phone 749.
Mloynaaan defied the state Iasi
delivery to Me railroad. There can
and
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND be no possible profit in mining fluor which Jolliet.% the killing of deer
shot
it.
RETURN, continous passage $440! spar Until the foreign (English) proIn Whitinsville I. Plummer Adams
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and ducer pays the same relative exone of his cows dying front a
found
panse
to
this country that the domesberth included.
Architect and Superintendent.
which Inked as if it had been
wound
tic miner now does. This cart be
her
aot Fraternity Building.
called an import duty or whatever you made by a bayonet plunged into
fashion. Intwisted
bayonet
side
and
please, but the fact remains that Engvestigation showed that she had been
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. WV lish fluor spar
of a fluxing grade is
attacked
by a buck. Such a case was
delivered in Pittsburg at $6 per ton
KWATUCKY cf five or over $1.50 each, with
PAIIUCAH,
not
for in the law in regard
provided
•
an the valiiis by percentage equals
rrealsillicoo with meals.
ravages of deer, injury m stock
ours of the same grade. It is sheer
not being mentioned at all in the
Good music on all the boats. Fe folly to attempt to shut our eyes
"redress" clause. so Mr. Adams .can
to
this
fact
of closing the markets to
urt her particulars see
his
our product which this price per ton not force the state to make good
loss.
The law. provides for redress
ER, Gen. Pass. Agent effectually does.
FOWL
S.
A.
•
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass
in case of "loss by eating, browntng
•
There is certainly no use speaking
trampling of fruit or ornamental
t 1-2 Broadway. Paducah, Ky
or
Agent. Phone 33.
in a financial way of attempting to
New Phone 490.
vegetables, produce or crops."
trees,
stem this tide and to continue minBeauregard of Ware preJoseph
mg fluor spar at a loss on every ton
SPECI A LTI ES:
sents the most peculiar claim. He is
handled.
Abstracting of Titles,
a milkman and as he stepped down
We have no record of any comInsurance, Corporation and
pany during the past year making a from his wagon a deer sprang into the
RAC Estate Law.
dollar out of their output of fluor road and frightened the horse so that
spar. The great piles of debris or a it ran away. Upsetting the wagon
thirty cans of
valueless product that may be seen with the contents of
has come a
From
Amherst
mild.
M'GREGOR
in and around every mine and mill
OLIVER, OLIVER &
entered by Elliott Moore
where fluor spar is handled may be complaint
consumed 4,a
carried on the books as fluor spar that three deer have
green peppers, all that
worth the ordinary price. This in- whole bed of
contained.
...tom:try v;i1 of course some day have his garden
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear basil
to
be
adjusted:
and the water in the
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
MIND AFFECTED.
shape of a value applied to a worthRoom 114 Fraternity Building.
less article will he eliminated and' the
Old 'Phone 484
New 'Phone 114.
profits that are noydshown will cer- Ed Dunawa:e Arretsted as a Deserter,
a Little "Off."
tainly be reversed.
—
Hurley, of Halls.
J.611.
Marshal
will
aminea.
The cutting of prices
gionably cattinilk until' it becomes f'renn. who brought the deserter Ed
simply the survival of the fittest. The DunnawaY alias Roy Barcraft here
Englishman by the aid of the free sevral nights since, expecting to dewith Dr. Rivers fit Rivers, tab
ocean transportation, sending fluor liver him to some government officer.
Worth Fifth. Both Phones 355.
spar as ballast, cheap railroad service went home yesterday and left DunnaResidence toat Clay. Um Phone 16cas
and all tbset-- sort of thine:' will inev- way in the city coo'er. Dufthav ay
itably male rflost of its wish we had shows signs of being ofI accordiag
never heard of fluor spar without the to City Jailer Evitts, and he a:.1teves
treasury department will do its duty the governmott will release him from
and place the natural interpretation on 'service when his mind is investioatcd.
that section of the import laws cover- :Mr. Evitts says it is his understanding
ing manufactured articles. or articles t ti'; t Dunnaway ore before joined
where labor enhances the value, and .the army in his right name and WO S
t to 300 horse power. Best, cheap
this.is the ease today of English dismissed from service as ai unsound
We hanste all the finest and daine fluor spar.
it and most economical.
In order to compete in
wrong no
eiSpecial attention to electric light- eat articles witih the utmost Leie percentage the Englishman applies la- mind. There i s .-•omething
Dunnaway.
as
with
his talk
doubt
plants.
ing
and make repairs ',,hat are absolutely bor in washing and picking his low- Nv ou1 ri indicate.
grade product and thus under the
plain reading of the Dingley act prosatifactory.
His Leg Is Crushed.
.
Paoucan. Ky.
duces Q manufactured article which, so
Ky.„ Sept. 15.—Mr. Jim
Hickman.
far the secretary of the treasury has
Smith, a few miles above town, had
J. Le
I ignored.
his left leg ctushed to pieces yesterD. C. ROBERTS.
day afternoon late by a. large log
him from the log wagon.
A fish that drams is found in the falling on
—DENTIST—
amputated at midnight.
was
leg
The
waters- of Mauritius harbor. When
waters'
had been so great that
ctock
the
but
Broadway
311
vibraa
held
in the hand.
and
.3.sieislia.
could
do no good. ane, he
aid
medical
than of the skin behind the gills is to
lived only a few hours after the oper„•
-dtrm,
as
delicate
b
seen
ru
and
a
PHONE 71•41. L.._ .....,,ayiski.eampah.
TEL. /SC
-kJ
ation. iie leaves a lataily.
a a distant tenor Mama i* ad,

ALBEN W. BARKLEY

Scientifically Constructed and
....of Lthe HighEgI Excelence....

DR. R. E. WARM

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is t "Leader" for the dealer.

J.L OehlschfaeW

Or. Childress

Hendrick, Millet
drb Marble

Excursion:

H.T. Rivers,M. D.

$8100

D. I-1. BALDWIN & CO.
T MILLER,Agent.
PADUCAH, KY!
520 Broadway,
..11.11111•••••11111116

S.

Have You
Started?
?????????

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

For the Round Trip Is
Tennessee river& retur

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway

C. MANNINO SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

WINDOW
PHANE...

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'

0.D. Schmidt

PURYEAR,
• p.1-1.
Attorney-at-Law

t.

Have
Moved

LAWYER.S

IMMO

to

The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND

BEAUTY TO

THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DA
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.

C. Lee. 315 Sway,

B. T,Hall
,Dr.
(Ake

Broadway

Gas and Gasoline
Engines

•

3
•

ea

For All Purposes

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

HARRY E. WALLACE,

A. S. DABNEY

WANNER
Jeweler

ANNOUNCEMENT
WE

EXTEND

FRIENDS

OUR

TO

THE

SEASON'S

GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST

INVITATION

TO

CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOM1
LINE OF FALL
FOREIGN
SUITINGS

AND

AND
AD

WIWTER

DOMESTIC

OUR

PRICES

WILL SUIT YOU.

Dicke & Black, 516 Bway.

• •'

aieseofealiewesaineeeee.tesaa.a....eieasliao

.
• 4.11”.

VW. •

•

PLANGSTAFF-DORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY

R
M B Aaple E

•

Incorporated.

Flooring,Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath

Yellow U Gum
Poplar
Pine

Ash
Beech

Oak
Elm

'Walnut

GUM,D3EECH kNI) OAK FLOORING, END MATCH,I.T. BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACitED 'AND POLISHED.
We Are Makinr Very Low Prices on House Bills.
Both Phones 26.

AGED LADY
JUDGE FOR
HORSE SHOW PASSES AWAY

Whenyoutegingaged

1

BIG PREPARATIONS FOR
SNOW IN OCTOBER

xoi8 Jefferson Street-11 .k.. :anis
Taken to Franle -t.

TWIMBRAND---OUR OWN MAKE

1+ *
1

4

138 South Second

Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

FOUND—Friday evening, lady's
hat. The owner can obtain same by
calling at this office and identifying
MR. SCOTT ISBELL, OF BOWL- MISS MARY BEYER, AG-•;.• 7o hat and paying for this notice.
PASSED TO GREAT b_
ING GREEN. HAS BEEN
Mjss I... V. Shaw, teacher of piano,
YOND.
SECURED.
mandolin, guitar, and voice culture.
Studio 119 north Thirteenth street
tear Broadway. Conservatory metock
of
fer,
Was Wife of Mr. Henry

ALMOST ONLY •
HOW OFTEN DOES
YOUR WIFE NOW RECEIVE
A BOX OF THESE
DELICIOUS CONFECTIONS?
REPENT- AND MAIL YOUR
ORDERS. AT SNORT INTERVALS, TO

POPULAR WANTS.

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish

Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-

Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369,

WANTED—To sell, four teams
complete, five mules and three horses.
Cash or on time, apply to Jake Biederman Grocery and Baking company.

Residence Phone 726.,%,.

J. W. HUGHES

Ves( rtlay morning ; • 11:40 at the
IS
BEING
MUCH INTEREST
family residence,
1.,12 Jefferson
SHOWN ALL OVER THE
FOR RENT—Room for rent, at
DISTRICT.
wife of Mr. 314 North Sixth St.
street. Mks. Mary Be.:,
Henry Beyer, died a...r a short illness from the effects of oltad.g
FURNITURE bought and sold
She
age.
o'd
of
ress
from
the
effects
538 South Third street,
Williams,
WesFrom
Here
Be
Will
Horsemen
BROADW•.,.
AND
Ft...)UR-:Ii
had enjoyed very fair health up un- New phone 9ooA.
tern Tennessee and S,uthern
til two weeks since and her sickness
noise—Ladie. Interested
UMBRELLA repairing done at
ar.d death came as a great surprise.
RESIDENCE PHONE 325
Tax Payers' Notice!
.Mrs. Beyer was a native of Ger- 311 South Third street on short no OFFICE PHONE 484-a
year
:cc.
seventieth
many and was in the
(Communicated.)
a,
Paducah, Ky., September t. 1906.
with •
Big preperations are being made of her age.. In 1852 she came
aiereby.--sautined that all
ARMY—
S.
U.
FOR
fani
WANTED
in their for the annual . horse show, to be theld her parents to America and the
•
uniiigor :laving
A •l.b
unmarried men between
:oinrol as the first week in October, and Wallace ily settled in Frankfort. It was there Able-bodied
401 tiimcr
p
United
of
citizens
35:
and
of
as
iges
be taxed to its utmost ca- she met Mr. iBeyer and after th.
t• guardian. or committee, exe• park will
were married the same year they came States, of good character an tempeaccommodate the crowds.
to
pacity
truste.,
curator,
gistrator,
adm
and
From the interest being shown all here to live and this place has since rate habits, who can speak, read
re ..iver commissioner, or o:herwise
apinformation
For
English.
write
Tennessee
of
Western
lady
a
was
She
district,
borne.
over this
been their
R..Ity, tangible. or intangible per
Illinois, every horse thc old school and for many years ply to Recruiting Officer, New RichSouthern
and
sonal property., on the 15th day of
of merit will be entered, and citizens was one of the leading German lady irond House, Paducah, Ky.
Sipternber, are required on or before • of Paducah will have a horse show in
residents of the city. She was a memtie 1st day of October to give the their midst equal to the shows held
ber of the German Evangelical
ss!essor a true and complete list of in Louisville and the larger cities
3 Horse Power Motor.
church and was a consistent attendthereof,
value
cash
same. viith true
The show given last year was a i..nt upon its gatherings up almost to
z 5 Horse Power Motor.
AND
. as of the isth day of September, complete success and did much to
4 Horse Power Motor.
55/
her death. By her death she leaves
under oath, upon forms to be furn- create an interest in the owning and
z 8 Horse Power Motor.
the
of
one
husband,
aged
only
her
ished on application by said assessoe breeding of better stock
s so Horse Power Motor.
city's most worthy residents and to
at his office. and that all merchants
These annual meets should be given him the deepest sympathy of many
acio Light Dynamo.
TO
LINE
DIRECT
of the city doing business for them— every encouragement by the public
and
bereavement
his
out
in
go
friends
and
Paducah
aches or others shall .n like manner because they advertise
'oneliness.
end in addition thereto, state the help us to* take our position as the
The remains of Mrs. Beyer were
in
industry
horse
•
1-ighest amount iii salue of goods. headquarters of the
taken to Frankfort this morning at
or
Kentucky.
West
owned
merchandise,
wares, and
1'46 o'clock for interment in the
Scott Isbell Judge.
kept on hand for sale by said mer121-133 North Fourth Street
durying grounds there and
next
months
three
chants, during the
When the Padtscah Driving associa- Where many relatives reside. The
1.reced'ing such t5th day of Septem tion secured the services of Scott IsAlso to Asheville, Hendersoirville,
funeral services will he conducted in
ber.
bell to act as judge they settled
Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
Brevard,
FT ankfort.
Prompt attent on to this will save finally all doubt as to whether awards
and many other resorts in the "Land
would be correctly bestowed or not.
property owners additional cost.
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire"
Assessor.
is no better horseman nor finer
DICK.
Mere
STEWART
country of Western North Carolina,
gentleman in the state of Kentucky CANNOT GET OFF ACKWARD offering a high altitude, bracina
Office, room 9 city Hal!.
proved: D. A. Yeiser, Mayor. than Isbell. and his wide experience in
cl,mate, picturesque mountain scenery
the show rinffilivipled with his know- Passengers Pr-tected by New Appli- and splendid hotels.
ledge and abs-oTuIf fairness, make him
ance for Street Car Travel,
an ideal judge. For the past several
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
years be has judged for the Central
Sky" booklet and other handthe
Columbus, 0., Sept. 15.—The newly
Kentucky Fair circuit, and his work
illustrated literature.
somely
YOU RUN NO RISK.
handles
invented shield for street car
has always given perfect satisfaction.
If you should purchase something you do not need we will either exMiesting
from
persons
to
prevent
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent, change or refund the money.
The association is corresponding
\II State and county taxes are now
or from. jumping on movbackward
KentuCky
prominent
t ;.-t due and must be settled by the with another
Pontius, Lexington, Ky.
A SPECIAL OFFER. We have several hundred lights to I tena•
Mr. Isbell, and his ing cars, invented by W. H.
iir-t of October or I will proceed borsentan to assist
periStates
ture,
grammers, histories and music readers used about two months in
United
the
in
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist Pass.
be announced as soon as chief clerk
to advertise and sell al unpaid prop- name will
a
has
caused
Columbus,
agency,
schools. These are practically as good as new, and we can
the
sion
Chicago
Ky.
Louisville,
Agent,
final arrangements are made.
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guns including all the high- grade makes such as L. C. Smiths—
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consider and the session will there- committee either to be in the city all Parker-La Feever etc. We have
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Five Lots $5o0.
$650 House.
Near 14th and Flournoy good bar575 Acres $i,aoo.
Four rooms north side Adams begain for renting home property.
per
from Oaks, 12 miles
miles
$9
Four
rents
and
tween
Tenth,
Ninth
A.geney.
Estate
Real
Whittemore
rugs and the most omplete line of
month. Good bargain for some one from Paducah. Good investment as k:nds of p stols, watches, diamonds,
We also have a complete stock o
city.
the
in
instruments
musical
land.
Texas
buying
rent.
always
with $65o. House will
Grain Company's New Plant.
Broadway 211.
right.ati
are
f traveling bags—prices
Whittemore Real Estate Agency.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency.
Hickman, Ky.. Sept ts.—Work has
begun on the building of the Hickman
Grain company, a new enterprise.
This 'eorscern is composed of Mr.
Ed Prather and the firms of DahnkeWalker. of Union City, and J. F. & S.
L. Dodds Company, and the buildings
and machinery will be on the ground
now occupied by the latter firm's cotton in in West Hickman, but each
business will be run separately.

McPherson's
Drug Store.

GENERAL 1NSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building

1

We have on hand
For Sale:

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Queen & Crescent Route

FOREMAN BROS

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

Novelty Works.

Buy your School Boots early

NOTICE TO
TAX-PAYERS

B

•

a
e

IN THE LEAD
The
Only Lice
•
er,nsed
Pawnbrok

.Michael

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

Just Received a Big Lot

Also BargainS in ah

NORMA
MARTINEZ

ALL HAVANA
THE BEST

r;111.) 14.-t

5 Cent Cigar

GENUINE TRADEWATER

IN THE WORLD.

We 'ire Agents
R. W. W ILKER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Broadway.
Both Phones 175.

COAL

REAL PITTSB

HARMELING Tailor. Fall suiting
etc.. now on temporarily at 428
Broadway.
V

, Lump I3c, Nut 12c.
Lump 12c Nut 11c.
Lefus have your order now

Hon. 011ie James Returns Home.
Congressman 011ie M. James, who
attending the Loving trials as an attorney for the accused, left the city
y tsterday afternoon for 'home in I
Marion, Ky.

West Kentucky Coal,Co.

And maybe the calf lovers will be
pastured in Paradise albng the milky I
way

Ineorporated.

Office Second and Ohio.

Bot.a Telephones 254.

•

